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Nomenclature

Roman Symbols

� [m] Beam of ship
� [1] Volume fraction
�� [1] Block coefficient
�� [1] Local skin friction coefficient
�� [1] Frictional resistance coefficient
�� [1] Yaw moment coefficient
�� [1] Courant number
�� [1] Local pressure coefficient
�� [1] Pressure resistance coefficient
�� [1] Residuary resistance coefficient
�� [1] Total resistance coefficient
�	 [1] Sway force coefficient
� [m] Depth of ship
�
 [1] Froude number
�� [N] Total force acting on the body expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [N] External forces acting on the body expressed in the Newtonian RS
������ [N] Fluid force acting on the body expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [N] Towing force acting on the body expressed in the Newtonian RS
�� [m/s�] Vector acceleration of gravity
�	 [1] Unit vector defining the
-axis
��	 [1] Absolute time derivative of�	
���� [kg m�] Roll moment of inertia about�
 axis
���� [kg m�] Pitch moment of inertia about� axis
���� [kg m�] Yaw moment of inertia about�� axis
���� [kg m�] Product of inertia for�
 axes
���� [kg m�] Product of inertia for�
� axes
���� [kg m�] Product of inertia for�� axes
�� [1] Unit vector defining the�-axis
�� [kg m�] Tensor of inertia of the body about the (�� 
� � �) axes
�� [1] Unit vector defining the-axis
��� [1] Absolute time derivative of��
�� [1] Unit vector defining the� -axis
� [m�/s�] Kinetic energy of turbulent fluctuation per unit mass
��� [m] Roll radius of gyration about�
 axis

v



vi NOMENCLATURE

��� [m] Pitch radius of gyration about� axis
��� [m] Yaw radius of gyration about�� axis
�� [1] Unit vector defining the�-axis
��� [1] Absolute time derivative of��
�� [m] Centre of gravity above keel
�� [1] Unit vector defining the�-axis
� [m] Reference length of ship
� [m�/s] Kinematic viscosity
� [kg] Body mass
��� [N m] Total moment acting on� expressed in the Newtonian RS
�������

[N m] Hydrodynamic moment acting on� expressed in the Newtonian RS
������ [N m] External moment acting on� expressed in the Newtonian RS
�� [1] Unit normal vector at CV-surface
� [N/m�] Total pressure
�
 [1] Reynolds number (�
 � �������)
 [m�] CV total surface
 � [m�] Wetted hull area at rest
 � [m�] CV face area
! [s] Time
!� [s] Initial time instant
"� [s] Roll period
" [1] Transformation matrix from the body-fixed RS into the Newtonian RS
�� [m/s] Ship (model) speed
�� [m/s] Fluid velocity vector
��� [m/s] CV-surface velocity vector
# [m�] CV-volume
�$ [N] Ship (model) weight force

 [m] Longitudinal coordinate in the body-fixed RS
�
�� [m] Towing force attachment point expressed in the body-fixed RS
� [m] Longitudinal coordinate in the Newtonian RS
��� [m] Centre of gravity� expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [m/s] Linear velocity of� expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [m/s�] Linear acceleration of� expressed in the Newtonian RS
��� [m] CV face centres expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [m] Velocity of CV face centres expressed in the Newtonian RS
���� [m] Towing force attachment point expressed in the Newtonian RS
 [m] Transverse coordinate in the body-fixed RS
� [m] Transverse coordinate in the Newtonian RS
� � [1] Dimensionless distance from the wall
� [m] Vertical coordinate in the body-fixed RS
� [m] Vertical coordinate in the Newtonian RS
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Greek Symbols

% [Æ] Yaw or drift angle
Æ [1] Logarithmic decrement of rolling
� [N] Displacement force
�� [m] Grid spacing normal to the hull surface
�! [s] Size of time step
�
 [m] Grid spacing in
-direction
� [m] Grid spacing in-direction
�� [m] Grid spacing in�-direction
& [m�/s�] Dissipation per unit mass
' [kg/(ms)] Molecular viscosity
' [kg/(ms)] Eddy viscosity
( [Æ] Roll or heel angle
) [Æ] Yaw or course angle
* [kg/m�] Fluid density
�+ [N/m�] Tangential stress acting on CV face
+�� [m�/s�] Reynolds stress tensor
, [Æ] Pitch or trim angle
�� [rad/s] Angular velocity expressed in the Newtonian RS
��� [rad/s�] Angular acceleration expressed in the Newtonian RS

Acronym

CDS Central Differencing Scheme
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
RS Reference system
CVs Control Volumes
�� Delay Factor for body velocity
DOF Degrees Of Freedom
� Centre of gravity of the vessel
G I S Grid Independent Solution
HRIC High-Resolution Interface-Capturing Scheme
- Origin of the Newtonian RS
RANSE Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations
UDS Upwind Differencing Scheme

Remarks: whenever possible��
� ITTC (1999) symbols and terminology were used. Sym-
bols and acronyms not included in this list are defined in the text.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The long-term vision in numerical ship hydrodynamics is to simulate the behaviour and per-
formance of full scale ships under real operating conditions, and in this way to get rid of
tank tests and their uncertainties in the model-ship correlation and other limitations such as
costs and delivery time. The numerical methods should be able to predict ship performance
en route, ship manoeuvrability in open and restricted waters as well as ship behaviour in
waves. For ship performance en route the required delivered power at the propeller is im-
portant. This depends on the ship resistance in the steady-state sailing condition and on the
propeller-hull interaction. The task of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in this matter
would be to simulate the full scale propulsion test, including all resistance components (vis-
cous, wave, wind, etc.) and the unsteady propeller flow. Ship manoeuvring is still a more
complicated task: the propeller-rudder-hull interaction has to be taken into account and the
computations have to be able to handle a highly turbulent asymmetrical flow over the hull,
boundary layer separation and re-attachment as well as complicated wave patterns. Ship
behaviour in a seaway is important from the point of view of ship safety, as well as with
regard to added resistance in waves and thus sustained speed. A big challenge in numerical
ship hydrodynamics is to accurately simulate the ship manoeuvring in waves including all
non-linearities and viscous effects.

At which stage we are on the path towards fulfilling the long term vision and which
simplifications have to be accepted to this date will be the topic of this introduction. Since
at present and in the foreseeable future it is impossible to achieve these ambitious goals with
one single numerical method, so far the general approach has been to split the task in separate
sub-problems and solve them by means of different methods. The motivation of this work is
to go a step further into some of these sub-problems, in particular when it comes to accurately
predict the ship performance including the most important resistance components, and in
paving the way for viscous flow simulations of freely-floating body motions in six degrees of
freedom. In the tasks mentioned above, the free-surface deformation and the ship’s running
attitude have to be included in the simulations. Sometimes the viscosity and the turbulence
of the fluid play a crucial role and have to be taken into account as well. This is the case in
manoeuvring, where the rotational effects, which are viscous in nature, dominate, and in roll
motions, where the viscous damping is important. This thesis deals with the application and
extention of a flow solver to“Computations of Turbulent Free-Surface Flows Around Ships
and Floating Bodies”.

1
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1.2 Previous Related Studies

The following description of the state-of-the-art in ship hydrodynamics does not pretend to
be exhaustive, but it can be regarded as being representative of the main advances in this
field in recent years. The state-of-the-art in ship hydrodynamics is mirrored in part by the
international journals and the main conferences in this field, such as the Symposium on Naval
Hydrodynamics and the International Conference on Numerical Ship Hydrodynamics, both
of which are held alternately every second year, as well as the Workshops on CFD in Ship
Hydrodynamics, which has recently focused on viscous flow computations.

As our interest lies in freely-floating ships, we will concentrate in the following on de-
velopments which are relevant to this kind of simulations. The starting point for simulations
of floating bodies – steady or unsteady –, is the computation of free-surface flows, since the
bodies considered have to be suspended – in equilibrium or not – at the interface between the
two fluids, air and water. At the CFD Workshop in Gothenburg in 1990 all free-surface codes
were based on potential flow, while RANSE (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations)
solvers were confined to stern/wake flows. However, more and more researchers worldwide
are coming to the conclusion that the future belongs to free-surface RANSE solvers, even
those who originally developed potential flow codes. For practical ship design purposes,
most wave resistance computations neglect viscosity effects and most viscous flow compu-
tations still neglect wave making and compute the double-body flow. Researchers around
the world however increasingly recognise the need for predicting all components of the ship
resistance by means of a single code, taking into account the coupling and non-linear effects.
The first viscous free-surface computations date back longer than thirty years ago and were
based on the so-calledinterface-capturingtechnique. They were confined to relatively sim-
ple cases and mostly to internal flows, such as sloshing in a tank. The real breakthrough in
viscous free-surface computations for ship flows came with the CFD Workshop in Tokyo in
1994, where ten methods included this feature. However, with the exception of one method,
Kodama et al.(1994), all others used theinterface-trackingtechnique (so-called moving-
grid methods), in which the grid is fitted to the free surface and follows its shape as the
waves deform. A few years later, the moving-grid methods started to show their limita-
tions, as they were not adequate to handle complex ship geometries and overturning waves.
Interface-capturing methods of the VOF type (Volume Of Fluid) and its variations (also the
akin level-set technique) were then “rediscovered” for ship flows and implemented into many
codes, among others into the program COMET, which is used in this work. They soon proved
to be superior for handling strong non-linearities and are today the most obvious choice for
computing complex free-surface shapes with breaking waves, sprays and air trapping, which
are often encountered in ship hydrodynamics. In this way, the resistance component which is
due to wave formation and its interaction with the viscous resistance can be quantified with
better accuracy than by using potential flow panel methods. However, the major problem
with RANSE free-surface methods (apart from turbulence modelling) is still resolution, but
this obstacle will inevitably be overcome some time in the future. Another advantage of
some methods of VOF type is that they can compute the air flow as well, and in this way
determine the wind resistance of the upper hull and superstructure and the wind-over-deck
conditions for helicopter landing or funnel smoke tracing. For a good description of the
evolution of free-surface methods seeLarsson et al.(1998).

In order to yet improve resistance predictions further, the ship’s running attitude, i.e. the
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dynamic sinkage and trim (and eventually heel) of the ship underway should be included
in the computations, since its effect is usually significant. For ships sailing in shallow or
restricted waters this issue is of great importance, since the ship’s safety may be endangered.
Resistance tests in towing tanks can either be in the so-calledmodel-freeor themodel-fixed
condition, depending if the model is free to change its running attitude or not, respectively.
CFD computations have also adopted this classification, as they have to be validated by the
corresponding tank tests. So far, computations in the model-free condition have been con-
fined to potential flow panel methods. Viscous flow computations to this date are in the
model-fixed condition, either at the floating attitude at rest or at the running attitude mea-
sured in the towing tank. In the first case, they do not include the difference in resistance
due to the change in running attitude, which is usually significant. In the second case, they
cannot be considered as a resistance prediction but rather as a validation of computed with
measured values. At the 1994 CFD Workshop all nine free-surface viscous flow computa-
tions presented (benchmark test with the Series 60 model) were limited to the hull fixed in
trim and sinkage. The organisers of the last CFD Workshop, which was held in Gothenburg
in September 2000, had intended to include the computation of the ship’s running attitude for
one of the benchmarks (viscous free-surface flow around a container ship) in the programme.
This request, however, was withdrawn some time after it had been announced. In the author’s
opinion, this was because no research group was able to deliver such an analysis at the time.
The ship’s running attitude has usually been neglected even in research applications. Ex-
ceptions are found withOrihara and Miyata(1997) who computed the sinkage and trim of
semi-planing boats, and withMiyata et al.(1997) who computed the sinkage, trim and heel
of sailing boats. Both contributions used deformable grids. The Japanese researchers, mostly
at the Tokyo University around Prof. Miyata, have been very active in innovating all areas
of numerical ship hydrodynamics, and have often presented some applications many years
before other groups around the world.

Not only the determination of the dynamic position afloat but also the accurate modelling
of ship motions in six degrees of freedom can be done with a single code by coupling the
rigid body dynamics, given by the equations of motion of the rigid body, with the solution
of the flow field around the hull computed by a RANSE solver. However, the state-of-the-
art in viscous simulations of ship slamming, water on deck, manoeuvring and motions in
waves is to decouple the problem into two ones: 1. The determination of the ship motion,
which is done beforehand by non-linear ship motion programs based on potential flow or
is taken over from model tests; 2. The actual viscous flow simulation with the prescribed
forced motion. Single-code simulations of manoeuvring and sea-keeping are mostly limited
to potential flows and require a considerably greater effort than steadily advancing ships, and
have several limitations.

In manoeuvring, when viscous effects are to be taken into account, the general approach
is to solve the flow around the bare hull advancing steadily with a yaw angle or performing
a turn-circle, and to solve separately the flow around the appendages and the propeller, and
then provide a ship motion simulation program with these forces. In this way, the inaccurate
empirical force coefficients gained from analytical approaches, potential flow or regression
analysis of tank tests are substituted. This approach was followed for instance bySato et al.
(1998),Cura Hochbaum(1998),Alessandrini and Delhommeau(1998) andOhimori et al.
(1998). For a good review on this topic seeLandrini (1999). Single-code RANSE time
simulations of manoeuvring ships have been attempted for example byMiyata et al.(1997)
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andAkimoto and Miyata(1999) for sailing boats in rudder-induced tacking motions and by
McDonal and Whitfield(1996) for a submarine with a rotating propeller (no free surface)
and byTakada et al.(1999) for the forced motion of the keel of a racing yacht and for an
underwater vehicle with controllable lifting surfaces (both without free surface).

State-of-the-art for ships in waves are the three-dimensional, fully non-linear potential
flow methods (boundary-integral-equation methods (BIEM), Green-function methods and
Rankine source methods), which can simulate the motion of freely-floating bodies interacting
with waves. These methods, however, show a number of limitations and complications,
such as: absence of viscosity, problems with strong non-linearities and forward speed, and
large computational effort. The development of these methods (seeBerkvens(1998) for a
good description of this evolution) began with the computation of the relatively simple two-
dimensional linearised problem of radiation (forces on the body oscillating in calm water)
and diffraction (forces on the fixed body in regular waves), which delivered the added mass
and damping coefficients to be then extended to the 3-dimensional hull by strip methods.
The solutions were then gradually refined, from linear to fully non-linear, from 2-D to 3-D,
from frequency to time domain, and from forced motions (radiation/diffraction problem) to
freely-floating bodies, first in two (heave and pitch) and finally in six degrees of freedom.

RANSE methods for ships in waves and related problems undergo a similar evolution
concerning the number of space dimensions, forced or free motions, laminar or turbulent
and viscous or inviscid (EULER methods). Forced motion of bodies at a free surface were
investigated, using RANSE or EULER methods, by: 1. BySchumann(1998) andSames
et al. (1998) for slamming investigations with 2-D bodies, and byMuzaferija et al.(1998)
with a 3-D ship bow; 2. Byde Joüette et al.(1999) for the forced roll motion of the Series
60 model at forward speed with the Euler equations and a VOF method, and byGentaz et al.
(1999) for the forced heave and pitch motions (decoupled) of the Series 60 model at forward
speed with a moving-grid method for the free surface. Examples of computations for the
diffraction problem were presented byWilson et al.(1998) for a fixed steadily advancing
naval combatant in regular head waves and byRhee and Stern(1998) for the Wigley hull.
First applications of freely-floating ships with a single viscous code are beginning to appear,
for example, with the computations byde Joüette et al.(1999) for a 2-D freely heeling rect-
angle under a current (Euler equations), and as the most advanced contribution in my opinion
the computations byKinoshita et al.(1999) for the coupled heave and pitch motion of the
Series 60 hull and the Wigley hull advancing in small and large regular head waves, respec-
tively, solving the Euler equations. The last method uses a hybrid grid system ofchimera
type, finite difference discretisation and a moving-grid method for the free surface. They
state that the advantages of such simulations compared to potential flow solutions are the
generality of a single code approach which can include the viscous effects (viscous damping
at resonance frequencies) and forward speed, delivering the same degree of accuracy at a
similar computational effort.

Developments for combining RANSE solutions in the region near the hull and linear po-
tential flow solutions in the far field to solve the sea-keeping problem and the shore washing
problem are very interesting and a matter of active research work. Examples of such hybrid
methods were presented byGuillerm and Alessandrini(1999) andYang et al.(1999) using
a Fourier-Kochin approach to couple both methods for ships advancing in calm water. Both
use moving-grid methods for the free surface. The first group uses RANS equations and the
second group Euler equations and finite-element discretisation.
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1.3 Present Contributions

The present work pursues three aims: The first one is to assess the accuracy of these free-
surface RANSE computations for predicting the resistance of a ship advancing at constant
speed in calm water. The second one is to extend the existing flow solver package COMET
to allow the computation of the dynamic sinkage and trim (and eventually heel) of the ship
underway, with the aim of improving the resistance prediction by considering the difference
in resistance which arises when the ship changes its running attitude. The third one is to
extend the method in such a way as to allow the time-accurate simulation of the motions
of bodies floating freely at the free surface, i.e. in the six degrees of freedom. A further
requirement for this work was to implement the coupling of the body motions and the fluid
flow in such a way that any type of analysis, such as the ship resistance in the model-fixed or
model-free condition as well as freely-floating bodies striving for an equilibrium position or
interacting with external forces, could be performed by the same program by simply adjust-
ing the appropriate parameters. Furthermore, the method should be extensible to still more
complex tasks, such as those encountered in ship manoeuvring and in ships in waves.

The present work was begun in 1996 with the first computations using the existing code
COMET for real ship geometries under oblique flow conditions. With these computations,
the main difficulties lie in the generation of high quality body-fitted and unstructured grids
for a complex hull shape with appendages. This was essential for capturing the principal
flow features of that complicated oblique flow. Those were still double-model computations,
i.e. the free surface was idealised as a symmetry plane, seeAzcueta(1996). Then, a VOF-
type method was implemented in the code COMET, and the author carried out the early tests
and validation of those free-surface computations for complex three-dimensional ship flows.
Some of the results of that work are documented inAzcueta et al.(1997) andAzcueta et al.
(1998). Central aspects of that work were the correct choice of boundary conditions and
parameters of the numerical method as well as the validation of the results with towing tank
data and with already successful computations of moving-grid type. After this test phase,
it was evident that the potential of the VOF approach as implemented in the code COMET
surpassed the existing interface-tracking methods by far. Breaking waves, sprays, air trap-
ping, etc. could be handled, and no problems occurred with the adaptation of the free surface
to the model geometry, regardless of how complex the geometry was. The computational
effort was very similar to that of the moving-grid method. The clear advantages of the VOF
method for these type of problems were documented inAzcueta et al.(1999a) andAzcueta
et al. (1999b). As grid quality was essential for obtaining good results, a great effort was
made to improve the grid generation process, and all kinds of topologies and distribution of
grid points were studied. The work continued with the quantification of the sensitivity of the
computed friction and pressure resistance to the grid quality and the variation of parameters
of the numerical method and type of boundary conditions, as well as with a proposal for a
novel type of extrapolation to grid-independent solutions for some of the computed variables.
This work was published byAzcueta(2000).

Building upon this experience, the method was extended to compute the body motions in
six degrees of freedom. For this purpose, the rigid body motion equations were implemented
within the framework of the flow solver COMET as a user-programmed module, which is
linked and run simultaneously with the flow solver. With this feature, two new types of
analyses were at hand. The first one was the determination the dynamic sinkage, trim and
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heel, which is essential for improving the ship resistance prediction by taking into account
the difference in resistance which arises when the ship changes its running attitude. In this
way, the simulation of the model-free condition was made possible.

The second type of analysis was the time-accurate simulation of freely-floating body
motions. The ultimate aim of such investigations is to study the manoeuvrability and the
behaviour of the ship in a seaway. But since this goal is still difficult to achieve for the time
being due to the limited performance of computers, first applications of this feature were
the simulation of the body responses when the bodies were released from a position out of
equilibrium.

As we have seen in the description of previous related studies, simulations like the ones
to be presented here for ships floating freely at the free surface and including strong non-
linearities, viscous effects, forward speed, air and wave breaking resistance, etc. are not
common at the moment. Rather they are among the first ones to be presented so far.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

The numerical approach implemented into the framework of the flow solver COMET for
coupling the body motions with the fluid flow is introduced in Chapter 2. The first section
of that chapter outlines different strategies for this task and describes the one chosen in this
work, addresses some pros and cons, and introduces the most common methods for comput-
ing free surfaces. Then, the basic flow solver method is explained briefly, with an emphasis
on thevolume fractionmethod used for computing free surfaces. The remainder of Chap-
ter 2 describes the strategy implemented for coupling the body motions with the fluid flow,
beginning with the definition of the frames of reference used, followed by the introduction
of the equations of motion of the rigid body and their integration in time, the calculation of
forces and moments on the body, and some particularities of the strategy chosen, such as the
definition of the rotation angles of the ship and the new required boundary condition on the
body and at the outer flow-boundaries. Finally, an overview of the whole strategy is given.

The remainder of the thesis is dedicated to the analysis of the performance of the numer-
ical approach implemented. Examples of applications for both steady and unsteady flows
around floating bodies at the free surface are presented. The analysis is organised in three
parts, comprising Chapters 3, 4 and 5. The first part is concerned with the ship resistance
prediction. Particularly the question concerning the achievable accuracy of theclassical re-
sistance testssimulated with this method – including the free surface – is addressed. One
crucial point hereby is the validation with existing model tests, and an analysis of the in-
fluence of some numerical parameters on the results obtained. First, the grid generation
procedure is explained, followed by the general boundary and initial conditions which apply
to most computations in this work. Then, the benchmarks employed to validate the numer-
ical resistance tests are presented. These are the Wigley hull, the Series 60 hull, a modern
container vessel, and a two-dimensional hydrofoil with laminar-flow profile. Following this,
three particularities of the computations are analysed. The first one is concerned with the
grid quality and its resolution at the body wall, which is crucial for obtaining an accurate
friction resistance prediction. The second one is the size of the time step required for the
time integration and its influence on both pressure and friction resistance. The third one is
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the type of discretisation scheme used for the momentum equations and its influence on pres-
sure resistance prediction. At this stage, a novel type of extrapolation procedure for obtaining
near grid-independent solutions for pressure resistance without computing on extremely fine
grids is proposed.

In Chapter 4 the numerical approach is evaluated with respect to its suitability for calcu-
lating the dynamic sinkage, trim and heel of ships sailing at constant speed in calm water.
The aim of such computations is to improve the resistance prediction by considering the dif-
ference in resistance, which arises when the vessel underway changes its running attitude.
Two test cases are presented: The already used Series 60, and the model of a very fat ship
with a blunt bow. In the first case, the straight-ahead sailing condition as well as a drift
condition at a small yaw angle are computed and the results are validated with experimental
data. In the second case the emphasis is on the large changes in running attitude and thus
resistance, as well as on the bow-wave breaking pattern and its comparison with model tests.

The main goal of Chapter 5 is to show the robustness and flexibility of the numerical ap-
proach for accurately modelling the general motions of bodies floating freely at the free sur-
face. Three application cases are presented. All simulate the response of the body when re-
leased from a position out of equilibrium. The first one is the simulation of two-dimensional
drop tests with a wedge. This case is used to validate the method with existing experimental
data as well as to study the influence of some parameters of the numerical method such as
time step and number of iterations on the dynamic response of the wedge. The second case
is the two-dimensional large amplitude roll motion of the mid-ship section of a sailing boat.
Two configurations are investigated – the bare hull and the hull with a fin keel – and the
effects of the keel on the damping coefficient and thus on the roll motion are quantified. The
third application is an extention of the last one to three dimensions and forward speed. The
resulting configuration is a hull undergoing a coupled roll, pitch, sway and heave motion at
high speed until reaching a planing condition. The goal of this application is to show how
both the computation of the steady-state sailing attitude of a ship and the time-accurate sim-
ulation of freely-floating body motions can be performed with the same computer program
by adjusting the appropriate parameters of the numerical method.

The last chapter summarises the entire work, draws some conclusions and gives recom-
mendations for improvement and further research work.
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Chapter 2

Numerical Method

This chapter describes the numerical approach implemented for both computing the free-
surface flow around ships including their running attitude and simulating the motions of
freely-floating ships. Firstly, different possibilities for coupling the body motion equations
with the fluid flow equations – the Navier-Stokes equations – are mentioned and the one
implemented in this work is described. Then, a brief outline of the Navier-Stokes solver
COMET is given, whereby the emphasis lies on theinterface-capturingmethod used to
compute the distortion of the free surface. Starting point for simulations of floating bodies
– steady or unsteady –, is the calculation of free-surface flows, since the bodies considered
have to be suspended – in equilibrium or not – at the interface between the two fluids, air and
water. The flow solver package COMET with the free-surface capability is thus the start-
ing point for all the computations presented in this thesis. The method has been extensively
tested since the introduction of the free-surface feature. An analysis of the performance of
the method with regard to the accuracy of ship resistance predictions will be presented in
Chapter 3. The underlying numerical method is well documented inMuzaferija and Períc
(1998). Following the brief outline of the basic method, the focus will be on the extention of
the COMET package to take into account the rigid body motions, which was, along with the
improvement of the resistance prediction, the second main goal of this thesis.

2.1 Methodology

The coupling of the rigid body motions with the fluid flow calculation, as implemented in
this thesis, pursues two aims. Firstly, to improve the accuracy of resistance predictions by
allowing the ship to dynamically find its correct running attitude, and secondly, to allow the
ship to move freely due to external forces, such as those in a seaway or when manoeuvring.
Ideally, these two tasks should be tackled using a single approach, which has to be robust
and efficient in any case.

If one is only interested in the steady-state running attitude of the ship – such as when
simulating steady-state resistance tests – simplified relations between the forces acting on
the ship and the hydrostatic characteristics of the ship can be used, instead of solving the
equations of motion for the body. For instance, from the hydrostatic curves of the ship, the
displacement per cm immersionand themoment to alter trim one cmcan be used to compute

9
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the dynamic sinkage and trim in an iterative procedure. This approach may yield accu-
rate results, provided that the hydrostatic values are updated for the actual position afloat.
Moreover, it basically does not require a greater computational effort than a model-fixed
computation. This approach is, however, only valid for steady-state problems and cannot be
extended to freely-floating body motions.

For bodies moving freely at the free surface, the equations of motion of the rigid body
for the six degrees of freedom (6-DOF) have to be solved together with the Navier-Stokes
equations. There are many ways of doing this, some of which will be described below. The
general idea is to decouple the problem in the following way: the Navier-Stokes flow solver
computes the flow around the body in the usual way, taking into account also the deformation
of the free surface. The forces and moments acting on the body are then calculated by
integrating the normal (pressure) and tangential (friction) stresses over the body surface.
Following this, the 6-DOF equations can be solved using these forces and moments as input
data, and the motion accelerations, velocities and displacements (translations and rotations)
are obtained by integrating in time. The position of the body is then updated and the fluid
flow is computed again for the new position. By iterating this procedure over the time, the
body trajectory is obtained.

One way to implement the idea mentioned above is by means of a two-grid system. In
this system, a body-fixed grid, which moves with the body without distortion, is used in the
surrounding of the body, and a space-fixed grid is used in the far field. These two grids
can partially overlap like in thechimeraapproach, be separated by asliding interface, or
have a buffer region between the two blocks which can deform to adapt the two blocks.
The latter only allows for small displacements and rotations, otherwise the grid becomes
too warped and convergence deteriorates. The first case represents the best solution for
simulating complex multi-body systems, but it requires sophisticated algorithms and has
not been proven to be robust enough yet. The second approach is a good compromise for
open water problems. Deformable Grids have been used byOrihara and Miyata(1997) and
Miyata et al.(1997) with the limitation that only small motion amplitudes could be allowed
without regenerating the whole grid.

Alternatively, a single-grid approach can be used. Also in this case it should be avoided
to deform the grid due to the reasons mentioned above. Consequently, only rigid, body-
fixed grids will be considered. Again, there are two ways to implement this approach: 1.
Without moving the grid, that means that the motions are simulated by adapting the boundary
conditions, swinging the gravity acceleration vector and introducing coriolis and centrifugal
forces in the flow (observer attached to the body); 2. Making use of themoving gridfeature
of the flow solver, where the rigid, body-fixed grid moves relative to an inertial frame of
reference (observer fixed in space) and the ficticious flow forces are automatically taken
into account in the flow equations. Both approaches should yield the same results. In this
work, the latter one was implemented. The single grid extends over the entire computational
domain, but this is not a necessary condition; rather, this approach can be extended to the
two-grid system approach with a sliding interface. Within the framework of the flow solver
package COMET, this extention is straightforward. In this way, grid resolution and thus
quality of results could be improved. As we will see in this thesis, however, the single-
grid approach proved to be very robust and yielded acceptable results. It also satisfies the
requirement of working well for both types of problems, the computation of the steady-state
running attitude of the ship and the time-accurate simulation of ship motions. Merely the
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proper set of parameters of the numerical method (�!, number of iterations, etc.) has to be
chosen to perform either type of simulation with the same computer program.

The methods for computing the deformation of the free surface can be classified in two
groups: interface-trackingand interface-capturingmethods. Interface-tracking methods
compute only the water flow by using a grid which is adapted to the free surface, which
moves and deforms with it. They are also known as moving-grid methods and are among the
most frequently used methods in ship hydrodynamics to this day, although they are gradu-
ally losing terrain in favour of interface-capturing methods. Interface-capturing methods use
a solution domain which extends over both water and air and solve an additional equation
to determine the distribution of the two fluids. Of the two methods, the interface-capturing
method is more adequate to solve the kind of problems dealt with in this thesis, like those
involving breaking waves, sprays, water jets, large amplitude ship motions, complex geome-
tries like bulbous bow ships, etc. The advantages of this method were also shown in the
computations of breaking wave problems inAzcueta et al.(1999a,b). Several variations base
on the interface-capturing approach. The oldest one is the MAC-scheme (Marker and Cell)
by Harlow and Welsh(1965), in which the movement of massless particles near the free
surface is followed. Another type is represented by the VOF-scheme; it can be either in its
original form, where only the liquid phase is considered,Hirt and Nichols(1981), or a vari-
ation in which both liquid and gas are computed separately and the kinematic and dynamic
boundary conditions are applied to the interface,Kawamura and Miyata(1994), or one can
treat both fluids as a single effective fluid with variable properties. This last approach is
named in this work as thevolume-fractionmethod. Another variation of interface-capturing
type is the newly “rediscovered”level-settechnique byOsher and Stanley(1988), which is
basically very similar to the VOF-scheme. The program-package COMET offers one variety
of each group, a moving-grid method and a volume-fraction method. In the present work,
the latter one is used and will be described in the next section.

2.2 Outline of the RANSE solver

2.2.1 Basic Method

The starting point for the computation of incompressible viscous fluid flows are the Navier-
Stokes equations, i.e. the mass and momentum conservation equations, which read in integral
form:
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where# is the volume of each Control Volume (CV) bounded by a closed surface with a
unit normal vector�� directed outwards,�� is the fluid velocity vector,* is fluid density,� is
the pressure,/� are the body forces per unit mass (in this case the gravity), and+�� are the
effective stresses (the sum of viscous and Reynolds-stresses, the latter being modelled using
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the standard�-& model based on the eddy-viscosity approach):
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0.�
0
�

�
� (2.3)

with '�� � ' 
 '� being the effective dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In this form, the
Navier-Stokes equations are transformed into the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
equations.

Since in the approach chosen for coupling the fluid flow with the rigid body motions
the grid is forced to move with respect to the space-fixed frame of reference in which the
RANS equations are expressed, the so calledspace-conservation law, which describes the
conservation of volume when the CVs change their shape or position with time, must also
be considered:
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where��� (also found in the mass and momentum conservation equations) is the velocity with
which the CV surface is moving. This equation ensures that the sum of the volume fluxes
through all the faces of a CV due to their movement is equal to the rate of change of the
volume.

The solution domain is first subdivided into a finite number of non-overlapping control
volumes, which can basically be of any shape and have an arbitrary number of faces, cf.
Figure 2.1 ; for reasons of accuracy, hexahedral CVs are used whenever possible. The CVs
can be locally refined by subdividing an existing CV into several smaller ones. In this case
the non-refined neighbour CVs – although geometrically still of hexahedral shape – have to
be treated as polyhedra, since some of their faces are then replaced by several smaller faces
common to the non-refined CV and the newly created smaller CVs. Also, grid blocks of
different fineness and topology can be “glued” together and the grids do not have to match
at the interface, cf. Fig. 2.2. The numerical grid is therefore unstructured; the number of
neighbours can vary from CV to CV and has no upper limit.
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Figure 2.1: A typical control volume and
the notation used.
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Figure 2.2: An example of a two-dimensional
grid with local refinement and a non-matching
block interface, showing one quadrilateral CV
with six neighbours, N	 to N
.

In order to solve the conservation equations, a Finite-Volume Method (FVM) is used to
discretise them on each CV. For each CV, one algebraic equation is then obtained; each of
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these equations involves the unknown from the CV-centre and from all neighbouring CVs
with which the current CV has common faces. Since the equations are non-linear, they have
to be linearised in order to be solved by an iterative solution method. The equations are also
coupled but are solved in a segregated manner, i.e. for each variable in turn, whereby other
variables are treated as known by using the best update available from a previous iteration.

In the course of obtaining an algebraic equation for each CV, three levels of approxima-
tion are applied:

� The integrals over surface, volume, and time are evaluated using midpoint-rule approxi-
mations, which use the value of the integrand at the centre of the integration domain.

� Since the variable values are calculated at CV centres only, values at cell-face centres
required for the evaluation of integrals have to be obtained by interpolation; here, linear
interpolation is used, except on very coarse grids, where linear interpolation is blended
with an upwind-biased approximation.

� In order to evaluate stress terms (forces) at CV-faces, numerical differentiation is needed
to compute derivatives of the Cartesian velocity components with respect to Cartesian
coordinates. This is done using either Gauss method or polynomial fitting and central
differences, cf.Muzaferija and Períc (1998). The time derivative at the current time level
is computed by differentiating a parabola fit through values at the current and two previous
time levels; the time integration interval is centred around the current time level (a fully
implicit scheme).

All of the above mentioned approximations are nominally of second order. The deferred-
correction approach is used to reduce the implicit part of the discretised equations to the
nearest neighbours only; the difference between the simplified and the full approximations
is included on the right-hand side of the algebraic equations. This makes the matrix of the
algebraic equation system positive definite with diagonal dominance which allows the use of
simpler iterative solvers; here, conjugate-gradient type solvers are used (ICCG for symmetric
and Bi-CGSTAB,Van den Vorst(1992), for non-symmetric matrices).

The mass conservation equation is transformed into a pressure-correction equation fol-
lowing the well-known SIMPLE-algorithm for colocated arrangements of variables,Caretto
et al. (1972).

In the case of turbulent flows, the standard�-& model with wall functions is used. The
additional transport equations introduced by the model for the turbulent kinetic energy�
and its dissipation rate& have a similar form to that of the momentum equations and can be
discretised and solved using the same principles. With� and& the eddy viscosity'� can be
determined.

Computation of three-dimensional flows with free surfaces – specially when they are un-
steady, as is the case of freely-floating bodies – requires a lot of both memory and computing
time. It is therefore essential to be able to perform such simulations on parallel computers.
The computer code COMET is parallelised by domain decomposition in both space and time
and can use either PVM or MPI message-passing libraries for communication between the
processors. Both clusters of workstations and massive parallel computers can be used – as
long as they support PVM or MPI standards. Details on parallelisation of the present method
can be found inSchreck and Perić (1993) orSeidl et al.(1998).
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2.2.2 Free-Surface Method

In the following, thevolume-fractionmethod used to compute the deformation of the free
surface will be outlined. In this method, the solution domain covers both the water and air
region around the hull; both fluids are considered as an effective fluid with variable prop-
erties, which are determined at any spatial location according to the volume fraction of one
constituent fluid (e.g. water). The volume fraction� is obtained by solving the corresponding
conservation equation, which reads:
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The discretisation of the volume-fraction equation requires special attention. Higher-
order schemes violate the boundedness requirement, which requires that� � � � �; on
the other hand, numerical diffusion of low-order schemes must be avoided in order to re-
tain the interface between the two fluids as sharp as possible. Here, thehigh-resolution
interface-capturingscheme (HRIC) is used, which computes the cell-face value of� as a
blend of upwind and downwind interpolation; seeMuzaferija and Períc (1998) for a detailed
description. The choice of the blending factor depends on the local distribution of the vol-
ume fraction, relative position of the free surface to the cell face, and the local value of the
Courant number,
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where � is the area of the CV-face�, �#� is the volume of the cell centred around node C,
and�! is the time step. The Courant number indicates how much of one fluid is available in
the donor cell and the scheme is tuned in such a way that no more fluid can drain out of one
CV within one time step than was available in it. Another important factor is the orientation
of the interface relative to the CV-face. The normal to the interface – which is assumed to lie
where the volume fraction has the value� � �1 – is obtained by computing the gradient of
�; it is equal to zero everywhere except in the interface region.

Finally, the cell-face value of� is computed as:

�� � 2�� 
 ��� 2���	
� (2.7)

where2 is a non-linear function of the profile of�, Courant number, and the orientation of
the interface, and C and N� denote the nodes on either side of the CV-face�; for more details
seeMuzaferija and Períc (1998).

With this approach, the interface is usually smeared across two to three cells. The fluid
properties are computed as:

* � *	�
 *���� �� � ' � '	�
 '���� �� � (2.8)

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote the two fluids (e.g. water and air). If one CV is partially
filled with one and partially with the other fluid, it is assumed that both fluids have the same
velocity and pressure.

The free surface does not represent a boundary and no boundary conditions need to be
prescribed at it. If surface tension is significant at the free surface, this can also be taken into
account by transforming the resulting surface-tension force into a body force,Brackbill et al.
(1992).
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2.3 Coupling Fluid Flow and Rigid Body Motion

The body-fixed, single-grid strategy mentioned in the previous section is used for both com-
puting the ship’s running attitude and simulating the motion of freely-floating ships. The
equations of motion of the rigid body are implemented into the framework of the flow solver
package COMET as a user-programmed module, which is linked and run simultaneously
with the flow solver. The rigid body module can thus operate and update all flow variables,
boundary conditions, and parameters of the numerical method needed to properly couple the
fluid flow with the rigid body motions. In this section, the frames of reference used to ex-
press the fluid flow and rigid body equations are defined first. Following this, the rigid body
motion equations and their integration in time are introduced. The calculation of forces and
moments acting on the body, and some peculiarities inherent in this approach, such as the
definition of the rotations of the body and the new required boundary conditions on the body
and outer flow-boundaries, are then addressed. Finally, an overview of the whole strategy is
given.

2.3.1 Frames of Reference

Two orthogonal right-handed Cartesian coordinate systems are used:

1. A non-rotating, non-accelerating frame of reference which moves forward with the mean
ship speed. It will be denoted in the following by (-��� �� �), see Figure 2.3. This frame
of reference is a Newtonian reference system in which the equations of linear and angular
momentum are valid. The undisturbed free-surface plane always remains parallel to the
�� plane. The�-axis points upwards. The position and orientation of the body at any
point in time is described with respect to this reference system (RS). The unit vectors
defining this RS are denoted by��, �� and ��.

2. A body-fixed frame of reference with origin at the centre of mass of the body, denoted
by (�� 
� � �). The unit vectors defining this RS are�	, �� and��. The computational grid
always remains attached to this RS as it moves. Following the common practice in ship
flow calculations, the
-axis is directed in the main flow direction, i.e. from bow to stern,
the -axis is taken positive to starboard and the�-axis is positive upwards. Thus, we
depart from the common practice for sea-keeping and manoeuvring problems where the
�-axis is positive downwards and the
-axis points forwards.
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Figure 2.3: Frames of reference.
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2.3.2 Equations of Motion of the Rigid Body

The equations describing the fluid flow, i.e. the RANS equations, are expressed in terms of
the coordinates in the Newtonian RS. Thus, the unknowns of the flow solver – the velocities
and pressure – and the geometrical quantities are expressed in this RS, so that components
of the forces and moments acting on the body are calculated directly in the Newtonian RS.

The motion of the rigid body in the 6-DOF are determined by integrating the equations
of variation of linear and angular momentum. The equation of variation of linear momentum
in the form referred to the centre of gravity is:

�
���� � �� � (2.9)

where� is the body mass,���� the absolute linear acceleration of� (i.e. in Newtonian RS),
and �� is the total force acting on the body expressed in the Newtonian RS. The contributions
to the total force are:
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where������ is the total fluid force determined by integrating the pressure field and viscous
stresses, obtained from the Navier-Stokes solver, discretised over the body as:
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where the subscript� stands for each CV face defining the body surface,� is the pressure,��
the normal vector to each CV face (components in Newtonian RS),�+ the tangential viscous
wall shear stress acting on each CV face (components in Newtonian RS), and the CV face
area.������ includes the static and dynamic components for the water and air flow. When the
air contribution is negligible, only the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic components are taken
into account.�$ is the body weight force, i.e.�$ � ���, where�� is the acceleration of gravity
acting in the negative�-direction. ���� can be any external force acting on the body which
one wants to introduce to simulate for instance propeller and rudder forces, the towing force,
sail forces, etc. In the 3-D simulations of this work (resistance tests), only the towing force
���� was considered. A component of the towing force is zero if the model is free to move
in that direction, or is equal to the hydrodynamic flow force (and in the opposite direction) if
the motion is constrained in that direction. For instance, in a resistance test in the model-free
condition the vertical component of the towing force is zero, and the components in� and
� directions are opposite to the flow force in these directions. The towing force attachment
point ���� has to be known.

The equation of variation of angular momentum in the form referred to the centre of
gravity can be written as:

" ��"
�	 ��� 
 ��� " ��"

�	�� � ��� � (2.12)

where ��� and�� are the absolute angular acceleration and angular velocity (i.e. in Newtonian
RS), respectively, and��� is the total moment with respect to� expressed in the Newtonian
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RS.�� is the tensor of inertia of the body about the (�� 
� � �) axes (constant with respect
to the body-fixed RS), i.e.:
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�
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where���� is the roll moment of inertia of the ship about the�
 axis calculated as:
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and analogous for the pitch���� and yaw���� moments of inertia (� stands for the whole
body mass).���� , ���� and���� are the product of inertia (note that��������� , ��������� ,
���������), i.e.:
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" in Eq. 2.12 is the transformation matrix from the body-fixed into the Newtonian RS.
The columns of" are the unit vectors attached to the body-fixed RS, i.e.�	, �� and��. The
absolute time derivative of the unit vectors, which will be used to find the new orientation of
the body, can be obtained as follows:
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The contributions to the total moment acting on�, expressed in terms of the Newtonian
RS are:
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where �������
is the total fluid flow moment, discretised as:
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where ��� are the position vectors of the CV face centres expressed in the Newtonian RS
for all faces defining the body. The towing force���� was again considered in the 3-D
simulations as an external force creating a moment.

2.3.3 Integration of the Body Motion Equations

The body motions are described in each time instant by the position of its centre of gravity
��� and the body orientation given by" . For ship motions, the displacements of the centre
of mass in two successive time instants are defined in this work in terms of the Newtonian
RS as:

Surge: ��� = ��

�� ���


 (translation along��) ,
Sway: ��� = ��


�� � ��

 (translation along��) ,

Heave (sinkage): ��� = ��

�� � ��


 (translation along��) ,
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where the superscript!
�	 stands for the actual time instant and!
 for the previous time
instant, for which the fluid field is known.

The new position of� in each time step is found by integrating in time the equation of
variation of linear momentum, Eq. (2.9). After the first integration the velocity of� for the
new time instant can be determined as:
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where�! is the size of the time step in seconds and��� is a general expression for the force
acting on the body used for the time integration (mean value over the integration interval).
After a second integration the position of� for the new time instant can be determined as:
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where
����� is a general expression for the body velocity used for the time integration.

Depending on how��� and
����� are approximated, different discretisation methods can be

constructed. In this work, different methods were tested. One method was the first order
explicit Euler method, for which
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Another one was a second order explicit method which is obtained with
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Finally, a first order explicit method in the form
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has shown to be very stable and was preferentially used. This proposed integration method
is a mixture of atrapezoid ruleusing the known forces in the last two time instants to obtain
the new velocity and a Crank-Nicolson method for the integration of the velocity to obtain
the position of the body.

The convergence behaviour of the three methods described above was compared by nu-
merically integrating a harmonic function describing a periodic oscillation (in one DOF) in
the form:

�� 
 4� �� � ����5!�� 6� � (2.24)

with the following coefficients and initial conditions:� � �1 ; 4 � ��1 ; 5 � �1 ; 6 � �� ;
�� � �1 ; ��� � �1. The motion resulting from this function could be one encountered in
ship hydrodynamics. The function was integrated over one period systematically varying the
time step�! to assess the convergence behaviour of the three methods. Figure 2.4 shows the
motion (�) as a function of time for the second order explicit method. The initial error for
the largest time step (�!��1� s) is not very large and it is reduced by a factor of four after
each halving of the time step. For the first order Euler method, Figure 2.5, the initial error is
a bit larger and reduces by a factor of two. Exactly the same behaviour as the Euler method
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shows the proposed new method, Figure 2.6. For the smallest time step (�!��1��� s) the
first order methods converge quite close to the best result of the second order method, see
Figure 2.7. Since the other explicit methods except for the proposed new one behave very
unstable in the case of large flow induced accelerations, and since the time steps needed for
computing the deformation of the free surface have to be chosen very small anyway, it was
considered that the proposed method was a good choice for the small time steps used in the
simulations. As we will see in one example of the application of the method (time-accurate
simulation of a drop test, Section 5.2), the proposed discretisation delivered acceptable sim-
ulated motions.
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Figure 2.4: Second order explicit method
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Figure 2.5: First order Euler explicit
method
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Figure 2.6: Proposed first order explicit
method
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of second order
explicit and proposed first order explicit
methods for�!��1��� s.

The new orientation of the body in each time step is found by integrating the equation
of variation of angular momentum, Eq. (2.12). Using the same proposed integration method
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as described above for the linear motions, and after the first integration the angular velocity
for the new time instant�� 
�� is obtained. Instead of integrating again�� 
�� to obtain the
rotation angles of the body, it was preferred in this work to determine the new orientation of
the body in a generalised way by integrating the unit vectors of the body-fixed RS, which
are the components of the transformation matrix,Puntigliano(2000). Equation (2.16) only
needs to be integrated for two of the three unit vectors, for instance to obtain�	 
�� :

�	 
�� ��	 
 
�! �1 ��� 
�� 
 �� 
���	 
 � (2.25)

and analogous for�� 
�� . The third unit vector, in this case��, is determined for the new time
instant with:

�� 
�� ��	 
�� ��� 
�� 1 (2.26)

Following this, the new triad��	 
�� ��� 
�� � �� 
��� is ortho-normalised in the usual way.

After integrating the equations of variation of linear and angular momentum once and
before proceeding with the second integration, the linear and angular velocities at the new
time instant are modified in the following cases and with following purposes:

1. Only when the transient characteristic of the motion is not important (e.g. when march-
ing toward a steady-state solution), the convergence of the motion can be improved by
retarding the body velocity with:

���
�

�

�� �

����

�� �� � ��

� 
�� � �� 
�� �� � (2.27)

where�� is a factor between� and � and will be called in the following theDelay
Factor. The effects of retarding the velocities with�� will be analysed in detail in the
application examples.

2. The motions are constrained in the directions in which the ship is kept fixed, for instance
the surge motion with:

�� �

�

�� � ���


 1 (2.28)

In this way, if set to zero for!�, it will remain zero throughout the simulation. Also
the timing with which the different DOF are released is handled after obtaining the new
velocities. The timing for releasing the DOF is important for instance to accelerate con-
vergence or to analyse the effects of the different DOF on resistance in the case of steady-
state flows. To simulate transient body motions, all DOF obviously have to be released at
the same time. Moreover, the body velocity should not be retarded. More details about
this are to be found in the application examples.

2.3.4 Definition of the Rotation Angles

From the generalised body orientation at the new time instant given by" 
�� , one is inter-
ested in obtaining the angles of rotation of the body for two purposes: 1. To determine the
variation of the angles with respect to the last time step for rotating the body from the last
into the new position; 2. To determine the absolute angles with respect to the Newtonian RS
for monitoring the results of the rotation. The calculation of the angles of rotation demands
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special care. The order of the rotation has to be defined to be unequivocal. There is more
than only one possible definition for the order of rotation, but the following seems to be the
most appropriate one for sea-keeping and manoeuvring problems as well as for the ship’s
running attitude.

Figure 2.8: Definition of the rotation anglesÆ(� Æ,� Æ).

First, the small rotationsÆ), Æ, and Æ7 for two successive time instants will be de-
fined. Starting from the old body orientation and after� was displaced to the new position
(� 
�� ��	 
 ��� 
 � �� 
), the three rotations are executed in the following order, (see also Figure
2.8):

1. The first rotationÆ) is around the vertical axis in the body-fixed RS (�� 
� � �), i.e.
around�� 
 . The RS has changed now to (� 
�� ��	 ������ ���� �� 
), where�	 ��� and�� ���

are the normalised unit vectors of the projection of�	 
�� and�� 
�� onto the�	 
�� 
 plane,
see Figure 2.8.

2. The second rotationÆ, is around the new transverse axis, i.e. around�� ���. The RS has
changed now to (� 
����	 
�� ��� ���� �� ���).

3. The last rotationÆ( is around the new longitudinal axis, i.e. around�	 
�� . The RS has
finally become (� 
�� ��	 
�� ��� 
�� � �� 
��).
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The equations prescribing the rotations as defined above are:

�	 ��� �
�	 
�� � ��	 
�� � �� 
��� 


��	 
�� � ��	 
�� � �� 
��� 
 �
� (2.29)

�� ��� � �� 
 ��	 ��� � (2.30)

Æ) 
�� � ���������	 
 ��	 ���� � �� 
�� � (2.31)

Æ, 
�� � ���������	 ��� ��	 
��� ��� ����� � (2.32)

Æ( 
�� � ���������� ��� ��� 
��� ��	 
���� 1 (2.33)

The absolute rotations with respect to the Newtonian RS are:

Yaw (drift) angle: �) 
�� = ) 
�� (rotation around��) ,
Pitch (trim) angle: �, 
�� = , 
�� (rotation around�� ���) ,
Roll (heel) angle: �( 
�� = ( 
�� (rotation around�	 
�� ) .

They are calculated using the same equations above but replacing�� 
 and�	 
 with �� and��,
respectively.

2.3.5 Boundary Conditions

At this stage only the peculiarities in the boundary conditions due to the motion of the body
(and thus the grid) will be addressed. The standard boundary conditions will be addressed in
Section 3.3. The no-slip boundary condition at the body wall implies that the velocity of any
point on the hull surface and the fluid velocity must be identical. Since the body is translating
and rotating with respect to the main direction of the flow, the motion velocities have to be
imposed at each CV face defining the body as boundary condition. For this purpose the
equation of the state of velocities is used, which expresses the velocity of any point of the
rigid body as a function of the velocity of a reference point – in this case of� – and the
angular velocity of the body:

���� �
���� 
 ���

�
��� � ���

�
1 (2.34)

Since the flow solver needs all variables expressed in terms of the Newtonian RS, Eq. (2.34)
is also expressed in terms of the Newtonian RS.

To set the boundary conditions at the external boundaries when using the approach of a
single grid following the body motions becomes a critical issue. If a grid line at the exter-
nal boundaries of the computational domain coincides with the position of the undisturbed
free-surface plane, to set the boundary conditions for the volume fraction equation (and de-
pending on this the other variables) is a trivial task. For all CV faces which lie completely
above the undisturbed free-surface plane, the volume fraction is set equal to one, and for
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those underneath, equal to zero. This would most likely be the configuration found in the
outer space-fixed grid, if the two-grid system were used. If the grid lines in the region of the
free surface are aligned with the undisturbed free-surface plane but shifted by some amount
so that no one coincides with it, the volume fraction can then also be easily calculated as a
function of the distance of the CV face centre to the undisturbed-free surface. A problem
arises when the grid lines are not even parallel to the undisturbed free-surface plane and
when their relative position to it is changing in every time step. This is the case in the single
grid approach. In all CV faces at the boundaries which are crossed by the undisturbed free-
surface plane an interpolated value (between� and�) for the volume fraction have to be set.
In this way, the CVs at the external boundaries have no restriction in size and the transition
from water to air at the free surface is smooth. The volume fraction distribution is updated
every time step as the grid moves with respect to the undisturbed free-surface plane, which
is fixed in space. An accurate interpolation of the volume fraction is performed at every time
step by means of a procedure which calculates the truncated areas (and volumes) of arbitrary
shaped CVs. The interpolation procedure has been implemented byAlbina (2000), and was
extensively tested in this work. It is not only used to set the boundary conditions at every
time step but also to accurately initialise the volume fraction field in the whole computational
domain in order to accelerate the convergence at the beginning of the computation. Figure
2.9 shows an example of such an interpolated volume fraction distribution. It represents a
keel boat (this example will be introduced later in this work) which is inclined�� Æ to one
side. The blue coloured CVs represent the water, the white CVs the air. The thick black line
at the free surface has been plotted interpolating the actual values of the CVs.

Figure 2.9: Example of an accurate volume fraction interpolation for boundary and initial
conditions.
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2.3.6 Coupling Algorithm

The coupling of the body motion equations with the flow solver in a time-marching procedure
is organised as follows:

1. Input data at! � !�:

� Initial position of the centre of gravity of the body���
� .

� Initial orientation of the body as( �� , � � ) � .

� Initial linear velocity ����
� and angular velocity�� � of the body.

� DOFs to be considered, the timing for releasing them and the delay factors.

� Position and line of action of the external forces.

� Body mass� and tensor of inertia of the body��.

� Initial position of the undisturbed free-surface plane with respect to the body-fixed RS.

� Ship speed (speed of the Newtonian RS) and other flow parameters.

2. Position ship in its initial attitude. For this purpose the whole grid is rotated and translated
with respect to the Newtonian RS. Calculation of the initial transformation matrix" � .

3. Initialise flow field; velocity and pressure field in water and air, volume fraction for water
and air according to position of the undisturbed free-surface plane, turbulence parameters,
etc.

4. Set boundary conditions at the body wall (no-slip condition) according to Eq. (2.34).

5. Set interpolated boundary conditions at external boundaries (inlet, outlet, symmetry, etc).

6. Calculate forces�� 
 and moments���

 in the Newtonian RS for the last position from

the pressure and velocity field from the flow solver (from the initialisation for! � !�).

7. Output forces and moments, velocities, displacements and angles, coefficients, etc, for
monitoring the convergence and time histories.

8. Integrate equation of linear and angular momentum of the body to obtain new position
���


�� and orientation" 
�� of the body, Eq. (2.19) to (2.26).

9. Move grid with body attached to it into the new position; first the linear translations with
respect to the Newtonian RS and then the rotations around the axes of the body-fixed RS.

10. Compute fluid flow around the body for the new position with the RANSE flow solver.

11. Set old values equal to new ones (position, orientation, linear and angular velocities of the
body), and update the external forces.

12. Increment time step! � !
�!, and proceed at point 4 with the next time step.



Chapter 3

Steady Free-Surface Flows Around Ships

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the first task of this thesis, which is to assess the achievable accuracy
of numerical resistance predictions using Navier-Stokes solvers like the one used in this
case, the program-package COMET. Researchers around the world increasingly recognise
the need for predicting all components of ship resistance by means of a single code, taking
into account the coupling between the components. In this context, the validation of the
numerical method and the uncertainty analysis of the results are very important. For this
purpose, calculations of the turbulent free-surface flow around ships advancing steadily in
calm water are presented in the following. Although some computations were performed
for the full scale ship, the calculations presented in this chapter are for the model scale, for
which experimental data from towing tanks were available. In this way, some issues that
have a significant influence on the achievable accuracy of the numerical results could be
addressed. Special attention is paid to the dependence of the friction resistance component
on grid quality and resolution at no-slip walls, and also to the dependence of the pressure
resistance component on the type of discretisation scheme used for the momentum equations.
Furthermore, a strategy for achieving good convergence with little computational effort is
addressed, and a novel type of extrapolation to obtain near grid-independent solutions for
pressure resistance without computing on extremely fine grids is proposed.

The analysis presented in this chapter reproduces the work already published inAzcueta
(2000). It represents the basic knowledge and experience which was needed at a later stage to
improve the resistance prediction by including the change in the ship’s running attitude. All
issues mentioned in this chapter, such as the boundary and initial conditions, the type of time
integration, the type of spacial discretisation, turbulence modelling, etc. are also valid for the
simulations introduced in the following chapters (ship’s running attitude and freely-floating
body motions) unless at that point otherwise stated. In the following, the grid generation
procedure is briefly described and the boundary and initial conditions are addressed. The
test cases used in this analysis as well as some general aspects and the first results and val-
idations are then presented. Finally, the accuracy of the resistance prediction is analysed in
detail.

25
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3.2 Grid Generation

Grid resolution and grid quality play a crucial role for the accuracy of viscous flow calcu-
lations. In this work, grids made of hexahedral CVs which deliver the best accuracy were
used in most cases unless otherwise noted. When the ship geometry is simple, single-block
structured grids are preferred. Sometimes a multi-block grid is necessary, where the mesh
points at both sides of the interface are made to match whenever possible. Non-matching in-
terfaces between blocks have not been used so far in the applications shown here, but it can
be a possibility well worth considering in some cases. Local grid refinement is a very good
way to improve resolution and grid quality in those regions where large changes in gradients
of computed variables are found. This strategy has often been applied.

For the application examples to be introduced in this thesis, the numerical meshes were
generated in the following ways:

� analytically, when the ship geometry was very simple or mathematically describable, as
in the case of the Wigley model and the flat-plates. The latter were used to check the
performance of the turbulence model. To generate these meshes, Fortran routines were
programmed and customised for each case.

� with the grid generation utility of the program-package COMET, also for relatively simple
geometries like for the semi-circular bow ship and for the prismatic wedge, which will be
introduced in Sections 4.3 and 5.2, breaking waves and drop tests, respectively.

� using an elliptical grid generator developed byCura Hochbaum(1993), when the ship
geometry was complicated as it is the case of conventional ships with bulbous bow. As
input data for this grid generator, the distribution of all points at the boundaries of the
computational domain have to be carefully selected, defining in this way the mesh topol-
ogy. Crucial in this sense is the panelisation of the hull geometry, which was done using
a program for describing and interpolating ship hull surfaces,Söding (1992). The input
data and ship lines interpolation programs have to be customised for each new case. This
approach was used to generate the grids for the Series 60 hull, the hydrofoil with laminar-
flow profile, the container ship with bulbous bow, and the sailing yacht. Details of those
grids will be given in the respective sections. The elliptical grid generator used ensures
that the grid lines are nearly orthogonal to each other and allows a much better control
of the spacing between grid layers, specially at the ship wall. Grid line orthogonality
and constant spacing are of vital importance to obtain the high quality grids needed in
calculations of viscous flows around ships.

In all cases, the grid resolution is chosen high near the ship wall to resolve the boundary
layer better, as well as in the proximity of the free surface to capture the it’s distortion as
well as possible. The grid lines expand smoothly in all directions away from the ship and
the free surface. Furthermore, the CVs are clustered at bow and stern to capture the highly
varying gradients better in those regions. If the ship and the flow are symmetric, i.e. in most
ships advancing straight ahead, only one half of the hull is considered.

The computational domain usually extends, depending on the Froude number,�1��
ahead of the ship,�1� to �1�� to the side and in the wake, and�1�� below the design
waterline. Furthermore, the domain is extended with an additional block above the max-
imum wave height expected to ensure that the air flow between the waves and the upper
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boundary has got enough room to flow and does not artificially accelerate due to a blockage
effect. This would increase the bow-wave height to some extent and thus introduce addi-
tional errors in the solution.

3.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions

For incompressible flows, as in the case of the flow around ships, the inlet boundary condi-
tion can be specified at that portion of the boundary where the velocity distribution is known,
usually in front of the ship. Sometimes, otherflow boundaries, i.e. boundaries that do not
represent a physical wall but an unphysical cut through the fluid domain, such as the side,
bottom and top of the ”numerical tank”, have also to be specified as an inlet. This is the case
when the flow boundaries are not parallel to the undisturbed flow, either when the grid has
been generated like this or in the simulation of freely-floating body motions, since the com-
putational domain is constantly moving fixed to the body and relative to the flow. Otherwise,
for steady flow calculations in the model-fixed condition when the flow boundaries (at the
side, top and bottom) are parallel to the undisturbed flow, they can be specified as slip walls.
For computations with a free surface, the water velocity is set (at the inlet) equal to the ship
speed being investigated, but in the opposite direction. The air velocity is set equal to the wa-
ter velocity, if a no-wind condition is assumed, or otherwise in any other direction and speed.
Since the computed flows are turbulent, the turbulence parameters have to be specified at the
inlet as well. It is assumed that the free-stream turbulence intensity is about�� and that
the turbulent viscosity� is of the same order as the molecular viscosity. The distribution of
water and air is specified at the inlet relative to the position of the undisturbed free-surface
plane by means of the volume fraction� of one fluid into the other, which determines the
densities of both fluids, as was explained in Section 2.3.5.

The outlet boundary condition is usually specified where the flow leaves the compu-
tational domain and where it can be assumed that the zero gradient condition applies. In
free-surface computations the known hydrostatic pressure (according to the relative position
of the undisturbed free-surface plane) has to be specified at the outlet as well.

At the body wall or ship hull, the non-slip condition is specified. If the body is moving,
the non-slip condition is warranted using the equation of the state of velocities as explained
in Section 2.3.5. Since the standard�–& turbulence model is used to simulate the turbulence
effects on the mean flow, wall functions are used to prescribe the velocity distribution in the
boundary layer. No special treatment of the turbulence has been incorporated for the free
surface yet.

To start the simulation, the inlet boundary conditions (��, �, � and8) at full ship speed
are also imposed over the entire computational field without accelerating the flow from rest.
That means that at! � � the flow at the hull wall is not aligned with the wall and large
velocity gradients appear after the initialisation. The numerical method was shown to be
robust enough to cope with this kind of shock, and faster convergence towards steady-state
conditions is attained in this way.

A problem usually found in these types of calculations (specially in two dimensions), is
that the pressure resistance oscillates due to waves reflected at the non-physical side bound-
aries. A way to avoid this is to use a numerical damping orbeachat the side boundaries. In
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the flow computations of this work, the radiating waves dissipate sufficiently due to numer-
ical diffusion in the larger CVs near the side boundaries. For this purpose, the grids were
generated using large expansion factors (around�1� or �1�) in order to concentrate most CVs
near to the ship and get larger CVs further outside. In this way, the wave pattern is best cap-
tured and wave reflection from the boundaries is minimised without using artificial damping.
An alternative preferred by other authors is to distribute the CVs more regularly over the
entire computational domain, and to use artificial damping,Schumann(1999).

3.4 Test Cases

In this section the test cases used to investigate the accuracy of the numerical resistance
prediction will be presented. The test cases were the Wigley hull, the Series 60 hull, a modern
container ship, and a hydrofoil with laminar-flow profile. The flow around the Wigley and
the Series 60 hulls was extensively investigated and validated with the available experimental
data. Some results for the Wigley hull and the Series 60 hull will be shown in the next two
sections and a more detailed discussion of the main factors affecting these results will be
addressed in the subsequent sections.

3.4.1 Wigley Hull

Although the Wigley hull as a test case has to some extent become obsolete for compar-
ing the performance of numerical methods, it is sometimes still used because of its simple
geometrical form, which simplifies grid generation, and also due to the large amount of ex-
perimental and computational data available for validation. In this thesis, it is only used to
ratify the phenomena which are being investigated.

The Reynolds number�
�1����
 and the Froude number�
��1��� (both based on
hull length) in the computations correspond to the model tests (�� model) performed at the
Ship Research Institute(SRI) in Japan.

Three grids were used with������, ������� and������� CVs, respectively. Table 3.1
lists for each grid the number of CVs along the hull (
), normal to the hull () and in the
vertical direction (�). Also listed in the table are the spacing between grid lines in
-direction
(�
) at bow and stern (larger at���) and in�-direction (��) in the range of the free surface.
In -direction, the spacing varies for the three grids from�1����� at the bow to�1�����
at the stern, in an attempt to keep a constant dimensionless wall distance� �� �. Finally,
Table 3.1 also lists the computer used and the CPU time needed to perform���� time steps.
Within this time the ship moves forward approximately���. Only one outer iteration per
time step was performed (pseudo-steadytime integration), see Section 3.6.

Table 3.2 compares the predicted resistance coefficients for the three grids with the
measured total resistance. The experimental data was taken from the SRI,Anon.(1983).
Both the calculated and experimental values are in this case for the model-fixed condi-
tion. The�� value in the experiment was determined from the ITTC57 correlation line,
i.e.�� � �1������ �
 � ���. The residual resistance coefficient�� is calculated as the
measured total resistance coefficient�� minus�� . The friction (pressure) resistance coeffi-
cient from the calculations is obtained as�� ��� � � ��� ��������1*�

�
� ��, where��� �����
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Table 3.1: Wigley hull: CVs and grid spacing, computer used and CPU time.

Grid CVs 
 �  � � �
 �� computer CPU [h]

coarse ������ �� � �� � �� �1��� �1����� pentium 166 �
SGI 900, 1 proc. �1

medium ������� ��� � �� � �� �1��� �1���� pentium 166 ��
SGI 900, 8 proc. �1�

fine ������� ��� � �� � �� �1���� �1����� SGI 900,� proc. ��

is the computed total friction (pressure) force in
-direction (ship-fixed reference system),*
the fluid density,�� the model speed and � the wetted surface of the model at rest.

The computed values depend on the size of the time step and on the blending factor for
the discretisation of convective fluxes in the momentum equations. For the results shown
in Table 3.2, they were set at�! � �1��� s and��� central differencing. In Sections 3.6
and 3.8, respectively, a description of these parameters and a more detailed discussion of the
achievable accuracy will be given.

Table 3.2: Comparison of the resistance coefficients for the Wigley hull. Calculations on
three grids and experiments from SRI,Anon.(1983).

Grid �� �� (��) �� ���
��� � ��

�������
���

experiment �1������� �1������� �1�������

coarse �1������� �1������� �1������� 
1�
medium �1������� �1������� �1������� 
�1��
fine �1������� �1������� �1������� 
�1��

Figure 3.1 shows the wave height contours (wave pattern) once the converged steady-
state solution was reached, as computed on the three grids. The difference in wave pattern
between the three grids is quite noticeable. In Figure 3.2, the free-surface elevation along
the hull surface, as computed using the three grids, is compared with experimental data. The
agreement is quite satisfactory for all grids, although the wave pattern on the coarsest grid
differs substantially from that on the medium and fine grids.
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Figure 3.1: Computed wave pattern around the Wigley hull at�
 � �1���. From top to
bottom: coarse, medium and fine grid. Interval between lines:�1����.
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Figure 3.2: Predicted and measured free-surface elevation along the Wigley hull at�
 �
�1��� (present computations on three grids; experiments from the University of Tokyo).
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3.4.2 Series 60 Hull

The Series 60 hull with a block coefficient�� � �1� was selected as another test case, as
both experimental data and results from many other numerical computations are available
for it, since it was used as a test case at the CFD Workshop in Tokyo 1994. For the present
study, the flow was computed at a Reynolds number�
�� ���
 (model scale) and a Froude
number�
 � �1���. Results are compared with experimental data from the University of
IOWA, Toda et al.(1992).

Computations were carried out on three numerical grids, which were systematically re-
fined. The coarsest one had�����, the medium one�����, and the finest one��������
CVs. Table 3.3 lists for each grid the total number of CVs and the number of CVs in each
direction; along the hull (
), normal to the hull surface (�) and along the girth of the hull
section (�). The table also lists the mesh resolution at the hull, the minimum spacing between
grid lines in
-direction at bow and stern (�
, larger at���), and in the�-direction (��,
variable from bow to stern) with the corresponding dimensionless wall distance� � averaged
for ���, and finally the spacing in�-direction at the free surface (��).

At the CFD Workshop 1994 in Tokyo, the following recommendation for the minimum
CV size in order to correctly capture the transverse and diverging waves was given:�
 9
�1���� and�� 9 �1��� for �� � �1���, which corresponds to about�� to �� CVs per
wave length,Mori and Hinatsu(1994). For instance, on the finest grid used in this work, the
�
 criterion is satisfied along the hull where the largest CVs at��� are�1���� long. In the
wake it is satisfied up to�1��� behind the stern. The�� criterion is only satisfied close to
the wall (up to�1���), because a high resolution is needed to resolve the boundary layer and
most CVs are clustered near the wall.

Table 3.3: Series 60: CVs and grid spacing.

CVs 
 � � � � at hull min�
 �� (bow/stern) � � ��

����� �� � �� � �� �� � �� �1����� �1������ �1����� ��� �1����
����� ��� � � � �� �� � �� �1����� �1������ �1����� ��� �1�����
�������� �� � �� � �� �� � �� �1����� �1������ �1���� � �1����

The CPU time needed to compute���� time steps (only one outer iteration per time
step), equal in this case to the time needed for a water particle to travel nearly��, was�1�
h, �1� h and��1 h for the coarse, medium and fine grids on a SGI 900 parallel computer
with one, four and eight processors, respectively.

Figure 3.3 shows a comparison of computed and measured wave patterns for the three
grids. Both measurement and computations were performed in this case at model-fixed con-
dition. The improvement with grid refinement is only remarkable at a certain distance from
the hull. The wave profile along the hull obtained with the coarse grid already shows a good
agreement with subsequent finer grids, cf. Figure 3.4. The wave profiles obtained on the
medium and fine grids do not change much, indicating that the agreement with measured
values will still not be as satisfactory as for the Wigley hull. The computed forces for the
Series 60 hull will be presented in detail in Sections 3.8 and 4.2.
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Figure 3.3: Computed and measured wave patterns around the Series 60 hull at�
��1���.
From top to bottom: coarse, medium, and fine grid and experiments.
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3.4.3 Other Test Cases

To broaden the series of test cases used to investigate the validity of the proposed extrap-
olation to grid-independent solutions for pressure resistance, calculations for the model of
a container ship and for a 2-D hydrofoil with laminar-flow profile (typically used for yacht
keels) were performed.

Figure 3.5 shows the surface mesh used to calculate the free-surface flow around the
container ship. It has a large bulbous bow and a submerged transom. This case is an example
of a modern ship hull shape, which demanded a great effort in order to generate a mesh of
good quality. Two meshes with������� and������� CVs were used. The model length was
�� �� � m, the Froude number�
 � �1�� and the Reynolds number�
 � ��1� ���
. The
calculation was performed for the model-fixed condition.

For the flow around the 2-D hydrofoil, three systematically refined grids with����,
������, and������� CVs, respectively, were used. Figure 3.6 shows a close-up view of the
medium grid. All radial mesh lines are basically orthogonal to the foil wall. The spacing
between grid layers is well controlled, expanding smoothly in all directions away from the
foil. Results obtained for this two test cases will be presented in Section 3.8.

Figure 3.5: Surface mesh for the flow around a modern container ship.

Figure 3.6: Elliptical mesh for the flow around a 2-D hydrofoil (medium grid).
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3.5 Dependence of Friction Resistance on Grid Quality

Using the standard�–& turbulence model with wall functions is a good choice for computing
ship flows including the free surface, as well as for computing the flow at full scale, as lower
grid resolution is admissible at the wall, and by this, allowing to concentrate the CVs at the
free surface or going for a higher Reynolds number. However, for computations at model
scale, this model is affected by a strong dependency of the computed friction resistance co-
efficient on the distance from the wall to the first CV centre. This fact demands great care
and experience in mesh generation. The common belief that the range of validity of wall
functions extends up to� ���� or even����� is not correct for computations at the typical
Reynolds numbers at model scale. An upper limit of� ��� appears more appropriate. In
Figure 3.7, computed integral friction resistance coefficients�� for the Wigley hull are com-
pared to the ITTC value for the same Reynolds number. The computations were performed
on seven different grids in which the distance from the wall to the first CV layer (spacing)
was systematically varied. The first grid (marked 1 in Figure 3.7) had a constant spacing
along the hull and thus a variable� � of about��� at 
 � ���, with higher values at the
bow and lower ones at the stern due to the decelerating flow. The value of�� on this grid
was about��� lower than the ITTC. The second and third grids also had a variable� � of
about��� and�, and differed from ITTC by��� and���, respectively. For the fourth
grid with a� � value of about� the calculation did not converge. The fifth and sixth grids
had a variable spacing and thus an almost constant� �����. To achieve this, the grids were
generated using a spacing calculated for each
-location as a function of the local Reynolds
number. The last grid (marked 7 in Figure 3.7) was similar to the last two, but the spacing
to the first CV centre was kept constant in the girth-wise direction as well. In this way, the
friction resistance prediction for the� ����� case was improved.
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Figure 3.7: Dependence of�� on� � computed for the Wigley hull.

To investigate the performance of the�–& turbulence model in detail for this Reynolds
number range, calculations with flat plates of finite length were also performed. The same
strong dependence of�� on � � was found. For these calculations, the Reynolds number
based on the plate length was set at�
�����
, which corresponds to the Reynolds number
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for the small models of the Wigley and Series 60 hulls investigated in this work. The number
of CVs used were also of the same order of magnitude as in the ship flow computations (��
along and�� normal to the plate). Two sets of calculations were performed. In the first one,
the spacing from the wall to the first CV centre (constant along the plate length) was varied.
From there, the rest of the grid lines expanded evenly to the side boundary situated� plate
lengths away. Thus, the resolution close to the plate also varied. In the second set, the whole
grid was kept unchanged but only the first grid line close to the plate was moved to match
the different� � values. Both sets of calculations produced similar results. The differences
due to varying the resolution by keeping the same� � value were minimal, indicating that
the discrepancies are due to amodel errorand not to resolution or discretisation errors. In
the following, only the results for the first set of calculations will be shown. The� � values,
averaged at
����, were approx.���, ���, ���, � and�. Figure 3.8 shows the computed
integral�� for these cases, compared to the ITTC value for the same Reynolds number. For
the� ����� case, the difference from the ITTC value was����, while for the last two� �

it was about�1�.
Figure 3.9 shows the distribution of the local skin friction coefficient�� along the plate

length for the different� � values compared with the theoretical line for turbulent flow on a
plate given bySchlichting and Gersten(1997). For� �����, the calculated and theoretical
lines do not have much in common. Only if the plate were much longer for the given grid
spacing in normal direction, and thus for a higher�
, the calculated line would approach the
theoretical one. This means that the boundary layer on that grid could not fully develop as
it should. Only for the two finest grids (� � � � and� � � �) the correspondence to the
theoretical line is acceptable. Note, however, that the calculated lines run above and below
the theoretical one, which indicates that the errors partially cancel each other, resulting in a
better integral value for�� . An additional calculation was performed with the� � � ���
grid, with the front��� of the plate being locally refined, until� �� � was reached. The
improvement in this case was only local (in the refined region) with the boundary layer
resolution getting worse immediately behind the refined region (line with the sharp corner
by 
� �1�� in Figure 3.9).

In Figures 3.10 and 3.11, mean velocity and turbulence kinetic energy profiles for the
plate boundary layer are plotted in dimensionless form. These two figures confirm that, for
the� ����� case at this Reynolds number, the boundary layer is resolved only with� grid
points, which is insufficient. In the� ��� case, there are at least�� grid points inside the
boundary layer at��� and at the trailing edge. Both velocity profiles are in good agreement
with the log-law line depicted in the figure. A similar, qualitatively incorrect distribution of
the computed local skin friction coefficient was also observed for the flow around the Wigley
hull on the� � � ��� grid. Those profiles are not shown here due to lack of experimental
data available for comparison.

As a conclusion, it can be said that varying the spacing to the first CV centre along the
ship length to take into account the decrease of boundary layer thickness towards the bow,
slightly improves the prediction of friction resistance. With the grid generation procedure
used for this calculations of ship flows, taking into account the variation of grid spacing
along the hull was a simple task, so that it was implemented for all grids. Another alternative
could be to adapt the grid spacing interactively during the computation (re-gridding) in order
to keep a constant� � value or a suitable number of grid points inside the boundary layer.
For this purpose, the author suggests to use a value of� � close to� or to assure that the first
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point is within�1�� to �1� of the boundary layer thickness, whichever is smaller. This sec-
ond alternative would yield better results, because the dimensionless wall distance is much
more affected by local form effects (acceleration, deceleration or even separation of flow)
than by the normal boundary layer development along a flat plate. It is difficult, however, to
implement, and requires more computational effort. Fortunately, the model error introduced
by the wall functions decreases in importance for higher Reynolds numbers. Since the ul-
timate goal is the computation of the flow at full scale, the standard�–& turbulence model
with wall functions is still a valid option to work with.
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3.6 Effects of Time Step on Resistance

Another critical issue with respect to the resistance prediction is the choice of the size of the
time step�! needed for the time integration procedure.�! has to be chosen within certain
limits. If it is too large, the integration procedure used (pseudo-steady) becomes unstable. If
it is too small, theRhie and Chow(1983) correction will not work properly, the pressure and
velocity fields can become decoupled and the calculation oscillates and finally diverges.

Unfortunately, pressure and friction resistance coefficients depend on the�! used, which
means that several runs have to be calculated in order to assess the level of uncertainty by
varying�!. The fact that the steady-state solution depends on�! stems from the appearance
of �! in the effective interpolation formulae for the computation of the cell-face velocities
and the volume fractions (Rhie & Chow correction term and the HRIC scheme, respectively).
The dependence reduces as the grid is refined, but since in 3-D applications the level of
refinement is quite limited, it was important to investigate these effects.

Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the effects of�! on resistance coefficients for the flow com-
putation around the Wigley hull and the Series 60 hull, respectively, on three grids. The
computations were started with a large time step (i.e.�! � �1�� s), and this was progres-
sively halved until�� no longer converged. For the Wigley case, the variation in�� for all
grids was about��, which is very significant.�� varied by��. For the flow around the
Series 60 hull, the change of�� was between� and���, while�� varied by about��.

Figure 3.14 shows�� and�� convergence histories with varying�! for the flows around
the Wigley hull and the Series 60 hull, respectively, on the medium grid. While for the
Wigley hull there is a clear trend on�� when reducing�!, the Series 60 case shows no
convergence. For�! � �1�� s (between��� and��� s), �� becomes smaller than for
�!��1�� s and�!��1��� s.

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the wave pattern and the wave profiles (the latter compared
with experimental data) for the flow computations around the Wigley and the Series 60 hulls
on the medium grids, respectively, for four�! values:�1��� �1��� �1��� �1��� s. The wave
pattern resolution clearly improves as�! is reduced. In the Wigley case,�! was halved two
more times (�1����� �1����� s), but then the wave pattern and profile did not change any
more. In the Series 60 case, reducing�! beyond�1��� s made the results behave unstable,
as can be seen in the convergence history in Figure 3.14.

Why for the Series 60 case�� does not converge for smaller�! like in the Wigley case
is not clear. As stated above, there are two sources for the dependence of the results on�!.
One is the Rhie & Chow correction term, which limits the minimal size of�! for which
the results are free from oscillations. The second and most dominant one is a Courant num-
ber correction in the used discretisation scheme for the volume fraction (HRIC). These two
�!-dependent corrections may interact with each other, and it is difficult to separate their
effects. It should be noted that this dependence of�� on �! is not a consequence of the
pseudo-steadytime integration. Exactly the same results are obtained if several outer itera-
tions per time step are made.
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Figure 3.12: Dependence of the pressure (left) and friction (right) coefficients on�! on three
different grids for the Wigley hull.
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Figure 3.15: Wave pattern and profile (latter compared with measurements) for the flow
around the Wigley hull using four different�! (medium grid:������� CVs).
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Figure 3.16: Wave pattern and profile (latter compared with measurements) for the flow
around the Series 60 hull using four different�! (medium grid:����� CVs).
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3.7 Strategy for Best Convergence

Trying to obtain a steady-state solution for a free-surface flow using a time-marching method
needed for unsteady flows seems a priori not to be the best possible solution. The problem
which made direct, stationary solutions impossible so far resides in the unknown free-surface
position. This is usually overcome by considering the flow transient and by integrating in
time until a steady-state solution is reached. Thus, the computational effort is of at least
one order of magnitude larger compared to a steady flow without free surface. However,
all calculations with free surface published so far are embedded in time integration proce-
dures, although there is consensus among researchers on the need of getting rid of the time
integration.

Nevertheless, in order to achieve the best possible convergence towards the steady-state
solution for free-surface flows using this numerical method, the following strategy was fol-
lowed:

� computations were started with the full flow speed, i.e. without accelerating the flow from
rest, or alternatively the solution obtained on the next coarser grid was used as initial
condition.

� only one outer iteration per time step was performed throughout the computation,

� �! (unique for all CVs) was varied from the largest possible at the beginning to the suffi-
ciently smallest at the end.

It was generally observed in all these computations, that with only one outer iteration
per time step (what we callpseudo-steadytime integration), the computations converged
faster to the steady-state solution, than by doing more than one iteration per time step, but
fewer time steps. Furthermore, it is not necessary to satisfy a convergence criterion for outer
iterations (of three to four orders of magnitude), because this does not improve the results
any further once the steady-state solution has been reached.

As mentioned above,�! has an influence on the results. The best results are obtained
with the smallest possible�!, for which convergence is still achieved and the variable fields
do not oscillate. For this solution, one can also observe a wave pattern that best approximates
the measured one, cf. Figures 3.15 and 3.16. The question is then how to reach this solution
with a minimal computational effort. Because the pressure coefficient oscillates strongly
(due to the reflection of the radiating waves), it is convenient to try to reduce the oscillations
as fast as possible in the first instance. For this purpose it is better to start the computation
with the largest possible time step, so that moretime units(time that a particle takes to travel
��) are calculated with fewer time steps. In doing so, the amplitude of the oscillations de-
creases faster than by calculating fewer time units with a smaller�! in the same amount of
time steps. Once the amplitude of the oscillation is substantially reduced, one can halve�!
and continue the computation, and then repeat this procedure as many times as required to
obtain the best possible results. This procedure can be set before the start of the calculation
and run automatically. Results for each�! can be saved for comparison.
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3.8 Influence of Discretisation Scheme on Pressure Resis-
tance

To calculate convective and diffusive fluxes, variable values and their gradients are needed at
the CV faces. They have to be interpolated from their values at CV centres. There are many
possibilities to do this. One is to use the first orderupwind differencing scheme(UDS), which
is numerically diffusive and should therefore be avoided. A second one is the widely used
second ordercentral differencing scheme(CDS), which offers a good compromise between
accuracy, simplicity and efficiency. However, it may produce oscillatory solutions, so that it
has to be blended with some amount of first order UDS. This blending with UDS introduces
a numerical error, which in the case of ship flows can be quite significant, depending on the
amount of UDS used. Large variations in the pressure resistance are the consequence, while
the effects on the friction resistance are comparatively small.

In order to assess the variation of the pressure resistance coefficient for the different
discretisation schemes resulting from blending UDS with CDS, four different flow cases
were systematically studied by varying the mixing ratio of UDS-CDS. The cases chosen were
the Wigley hull, the Series 60 hull and the modern container ship using the grids described
earlier (free-surface flows), as well as a two-dimensional flow around a foil section deeply
submerged and at zero incidence (no free surface).

For each flow case and on the three grids (two grids for the container ship), calculations
were performed using blending factors varying in�1� steps from pure UDS to the maximum
possible amount of CDS, typically��� to ���� depending on the flow case, grid quality
and fineness. In each case, the calculations were carried out for as many time steps as was
necessary to allow a good average for�� , after the small oscillations produced by changing
the discretisation had vanished. A huge computational effort was therefore necessary to
complete the set of computations for the finer grids, which required more than������ time
steps each.

To discuss the outcome of this investigation in an illustrative manner, we will first idealise
what really seems to occur in the actual flow computations. The following facts can then be
addressed, cf. Figure 3.17:

� Pressure forces predicted with pure UDS are always too large due to numerical diffusion.

� With second order CDS they are always smaller and closer to reality, although they are
still a bit affected by numerical diffusion.

� Between UDS and CDS, the results vary linearly, as shown by the straight lines in Figure
3.17. This is a key fact which has important consequences for the convergence behaviour
of the results.

� The slope of the straight lines decreases with grid fineness, and the straight lines cross
each other in a unique point which will be calledgrid-independent solution(G I S).

� Using the results on the three grids at any constant discretisation scheme or blending fac-
tor, the same value should be found through “exact” extrapolation. This values represent
the grid-independent solution, denoted by the horizontal, dotted line.
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� Because the results on any grid behave linearly with varying discretisation and because
the lines cross at a point, the convergence order is the same and constant at any point of
UDS-CDS blending.

CDSUDS

GRID-INDEPENDENT SOLUTION

Richardson extrapolation

Cp
coarse grid

G I S

Richardson extrapolation

fine grid

medium grid

Figure 3.17: Idealisation of the dependence of computed�� on the discretisation scheme
for grids of different fineness.

In the actual flow computations, for all cases and grids investigated so far, the results at
any blending factor fall on almost straight lines, and these lines cross each other in a very
small region, slightly deviating from the idealised situation described earlier, cf. Figures 3.18
to 3.21. If a point of computation did not fall on the straight line, the corresponding computa-
tion generally was not accurate enough to average a value for�� , maybe due to oscillations
from reflecting waves, or because of disturbances created by changing the discretisation or
by starting the computation, or because the amount of CDS was too high so that oscillations
in variable fields started to occur.

Generally speaking, results with pure UDS are very diffusive. For the hydrofoil case on
the coarse grid (no free surface, relatively small pressure resistance)�� is over-predicted
by ���. For free-surface ship flows when�� is most influenced by wave resistance the
over-prediction can typically be of about����. Results on the finer grids vary four times
less than that, i.e. about��� in the ship flow cases. In some cases, by using only��� less
CDS on a fine grid,�� is as poorly predicted as on a coarser grid. Figures 3.22 and 3.23
show how the ratio of UDS-CDS completely change the wave pattern and wave profile for
the Wigley and Series 60 cases. With pure UDS the wave pattern on the finest grid looks
worse than with more CDS on the coarsest grid, and this fact is reflected in the�� values.

First, the results for the turbulent flow around the 2-D hydrofoil at zero incidence on
three systematically refined grids with����, ������, and������� CVs, respectively, will be
presented. Figure 3.18 shows the�� values for the three grids as well as the estimated con-
vergence order of the scheme and an estimated grid-independent solution using Richardson
extrapolation. The estimated order of the scheme at any point of blending varies very little,
from �1�� with pure UDS to�1�� for ��� CDS. This is somewhat surprising since CDS is
nominally a second-order scheme. The estimated grid-independent solution using Richard-
son extrapolation varies by� from pure UDS to��� CDS. The best extrapolation for the
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largest amount of CDS can be considered as the best one. The point where the coarse and
medium grid lines cross, deviates by�1� from the extrapolated value at��� CDS, and that
for the medium and fine grid by only�1�. If we keep in mind that the Richardson extrap-
olation is only an estimate which is as good as the assumptions it makes, we might consider
the value where the medium and fine grid lines cross as the most accurate. The value where
the medium and coarse grid lines cross may also be an acceptable estimate (it differs from
the medium/fine point by only��).
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Figure 3.18: Dependence of�� on amount of CDS for the hydrofoil computations on three
grids (detail on the right).

For the flow around the Wigley model, Figure 3.19 (left) shows three sets of lines with
three lines each. The first set of lines, which lies above the others, corresponds to�� from
the viscous flow calculations including the free-surface deformation, as computed on the
three grids presented in Section 3.4.1. The second set of lines, the lowest one, corresponds
to �� from inviscid (Euler) computations around the double body model. For this purpose,
the same grids as for the free-surface viscous calculations were used, replacing the upper
block above the waterline by a symmetry plane at that height. The�� value from these in-
viscid calculations should be nearly zero (no viscosity, no waves, no separation at transom).
However, it is not zero but rather large with pure UDS, reducing rapidly with more CDS
and grid fineness. Where the three lines cross, between��� and�� CDS, they are prac-
tically very close to zero. The results from such inviscid computations are often considered
as a quantity for the discretisation error produced in each corresponding grid. If it is further
assumed that the numerical errors are almost the same for the viscous and inviscid computa-
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tions on the same grid, one can subtract the inviscid�� from the viscous one and in this way
obtain a final�� “free” of numerical errors. The last set of lines, the one in the middle, was
obtained following this thought. In this case, the resulting lines are almost horizontal and
quite close together. One can argue whether this procedure, which is often used, is valid or
not, and whether it implies an improvement in resistance prediction. It is commonly believed
that the computed pressure resistance contains a component which is always over-predicted
due to numerical errors, and the subtraction of this residual�� leads to an improvement in
its prediction.

The three viscous flow lines – or the prolongation of them – cross each other in a small
region around���� CDS. Figure 3.19 (right) shows this fact in detail. The intersection of
the coarse and medium grid lines differs by�1� from the intersection of the medium and
fine grid lines. By using this type of discretisation, any finer grid would deliver a similar��

value passing near this region. Consequently, a value in this region can be considered as a
near grid-independent solution with an uncertainty of�1�. For this case (Wigley flow), the
range of values where the viscous flow lines cross and that of the purged lines (viscous minus
inviscid) are practically the same, indicating that both strategies would deliver the same final
result. Unfortunately, the three grids used in this case are not systematically refined (the fine
grid has only� times more CVs than the medium one), so that the convergence order of the
scheme cannot be determined and Richardson extrapolation cannot be applied.
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Figure 3.19: Dependence of�� on amount of CDS for Wigley hull computations on three
grids (detail on the right).
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Figure 3.20: Dependence of�� on amount of CDS for the Series 60 hull. Viscous and
Euler computations on three grids. Left: difference between viscous and Euler computation.
Right: convergence order and Richardson extrapolation.

Next we will look at the computations for the Series 60 hull. Figure 3.20 (left) shows,
like in the Wigley flow case, the corresponding results from the viscous and inviscid com-
putations on the three systematically refined grids previously presented in Section 3.4.2, and
the lines corresponding to the difference between these two sets of results. All points of
computation practically lie on straight lines. The three viscous lines cross each other in a
point between��� and��� CDS. The three inviscid (Euler) lines would cross each other
close behind���� CDS where they are basically zero. They are not exactly parallel to the
viscous lines, so that the difference between both does not yield horizontal lines (like those
obtained for the hydrofoil and Wigley) but lines which are also dependent on the discreti-
sation. Due to this fact, it is clear that this strategy is not the best one to find results free
of discretisation errors. Although following this strategy for the Wigley case one obtained
on the coarsest grid a�� value which deviates by no more than� from that on the finest
grid, in the Series 60 case, the difference is larger than���, and there is no guarantee that it
would not be much larger for any other case.

Figure 3.20 (right) shows for both the viscous and inviscid calculations the estimated
order of convergence for the�� variable, and also an estimate of the grid-independent so-
lution using Richardson extrapolation, which in this case can be applied because the grids
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were systematically refined. In the inviscid case, the convergence order varies from about�1�
with UDS to�1� at �� CDS. In the viscous case, the convergence order does not improve
with more CDS but remains around�. The fact that the convergence order strives for second
order in the inviscid case but remains around first order in the viscous case indicates that the
influence of the discretisation of� and& in the turbulence model (first order UDS) plays an
important role, reducing the order of the whole calculation. The same applies for calcula-
tions without the free surface, as in the case of the foil section deeply submerged, where the
viscous case has a constant convergence order around one, and the inviscid case (diagram not
shown in this work) strives for second order with more CDS. Richardson extrapolation (using
the right convergence order for each blending) yields values which lie almost on a horizontal
line, with a small variation of9 �1�. The same accuracy can be obtained considering the
region (here practically a point) where the lines cross each other as thegrid-independent
solution. The great advantage of this proposal is that a comparable accuracy to that achieved
through Richardson extrapolation could be obtained by computing on the two coarser grids
only. In the Wigley flow case, considering only the value where the coarse and medium grid
lines cross, we had an uncertainty of�1�, while in the case of the hydrofoil this was��.
Furthermore, the use of Richardson extrapolation requires special care: one cannot assume
the convergence order to be second with CDS (and for instance extrapolate with to grids) and
of course, the same blending has to be used on the three grids for the extrapolation to make
any sense.

The last test case investigated corresponds to the modern container vessel with bulbous
bow and submerged transom. In this case, only two grids were used (������� and������
CVs). Figure 3.21 shows the results for the viscous computations on these two grids. One
could argue that in this case the grid-independent solution would be where the two lines
cross, i.e. at�� ��1���.
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Figure 3.21: Dependence of�� on amount of CDS for the container vessel. Viscous com-
putations on two grids.

With a set of three systematically refined grids, the CPU-time needed for computing on
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the medium grid is at least�� times larger than for the coarse grid, and for the fine grid again
�� times larger than for the medium grid, as it was shown for the Series 60 case. Furthermore,
it takes a lot of additional time to generate and handle a fine grid. If we were able to compute
on coarse and medium grids only and get an acceptable accuracy, the time saving would be
at least a factor��, which is quite significant. Of course it is not necessary to compute at all
points of blending. Accurate computations e.g. at��� and��� CDS and extrapolating the
results suffices. It is too early yet to say whether this kind of extrapolation can be of use in
practical application cases. More flow cases, such as for fat ships, and other discretisation
schemes should be investigated to see if similar trends can be found. Furthermore, in-depth
theoretical analysis should also follow. However, with the experience from the flow cases
investigated so far, it can be concluded that a Richardson extrapolation demands too large
a computational effort and does not deliver a final result which is more accurate than that
obtained by this other kind of extrapolation. Furthermore, special care should be taken when
using other types of discretisation schemes for which one cannot say beforehand how dif-
fusive they are, because they are either a fixed scheme like thelinear upwind differencing
scheme(LUDS) or because they use a dynamic blending (depending on the local value of
the Peclet number) of upwind, linear upwind and central differences like in the so-called
Minmodscheme. In those cases, a three-grid convergence analysis inevitably has to be per-
formed.

3.9 Concluding Remarks

In the preceding sections we saw that obtaining the right results even with a good code is
not an easy task. Results are very sensitive to grid quality and variation of parameters of
the numerical method, and it is difficult to get it right the first time. Many publications to
this date show relatively good agreement with experiments, but they fail to show a detailed
analysis of uncertainty. On the other hand, the accuracy requests for numerical simulations
are exaggeratedly high; it is expected that an accuracy of some few percent is obtained
by a computation. Ship designers would not trust numerical results which differ by���
when some parameters of the computational method are varied, such as in the discretisation
scheme or in the turbulence model. However, they do trust experiments in towing tanks,
which rely on many assumptions and empirical corrections for the extrapolation to full scale,
which were derived from many years of experience. In the case of “numerical towing tanks”,
only limited experience is available to this date. Detailed calculations are needed to quantify
the sensitivity of results, and find the best extrapolation methods for practical ship design.
Uncertainty analysis has become a main issue nowadays. In the work presented in this
chapter, an effort was made to quantify this sensitivity of results and to establish some levels
of confidence in the numerical solutions. Building upon this experience, it can be attempted
to include another resistance component, i.e. the one originating from the change in running
attitude of the vessel underway.
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Figure 3.22: Wave pattern and profile (latter compared with measurements) for the flow
around the Wigley hull for varying amount of CDS (fine grid:������� CVs).
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Figure 3.23: Wave pattern and profile (latter compared with measurements) for the flow
around the Series 60 hull for varying amount of CDS (fine grid:�������� CVs).



Chapter 4

Computation of the Ship’s Running
Attitude

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the second task of the thesis, which is the calculation of the running
attitude of the ship sailing at constant speed in calm water. When the vessel sails at constant
speed, the modified pressure field around the hull produces additional forces which change
its draft and trim, and thus modifies its total resistance. The difference in resistance can be
significant, especially for ships sailing in restricted and shallow waters. In the latter case,
the ship sinkage and trim (squat) can even cause it to touch the ground with considerable
consequences.

Resistance tests in towing tanks can either be in the model-free or in the model-fixed
condition, depending if the model is allowed to sink, trim and eventually heel, or not. Viscous
flow calculations to this date are in the model-fixed condition, either at the floating attitude
at rest, or at the running attitude measured in the towing tank. In the first case, they do not
include the difference in resistance due to the change in running attitude, which is usually
significant. In the second case, they cannot be considered as a resistance prediction but
rather as a validation of computed with measured values. In order to improve the resistance
prediction, the correct running attitude of the ship should be included in the calculations. The
present calculations in the model-free condition at model scale can be considered as a further
step towards simulating the reality of the full scale ship including all resistance components,
in order to avoid the need for resistance tests in towing tanks.

In this chapter, the implemented numerical approach is evaluated for the flow around
the models of the Series 60 hull and a very fat ship with a blunt bow. In the first case, the
straight-ahead and a drift condition at a small yaw angle were computed and a considerable
increase in resistance was verified even for the small sinkage, trim and heel angles obtained.
These results were validated with existing experimental data. The second case – the blunt-
bow ship – was investigated for a large Froude number yielding large changes in the running
attitude and thus resistance. An important aspect of this last application was the analysis
of the bow-wave breaking pattern and its comparison with model tests as well as how the
breaking pattern changes when the running attitude of the model is altered. Since resistance
measurements for this model were not available at the time of performing the computations,
this computations can be considered as agenuine predictionof resistance.

49
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4.2 Series 60 Hull

The Series 60�� � �1� has become a benchmark for oblique flow calculations due to the
detailed measurements available from the University of IOWA byLongo and Stern(1996).
The aim of this experimental work was to document the flow features in the drift condition
for CFD code validation.

The calculations in this section were performed for the Froude number�
��1���, first
for the straight-ahead condition and then for the smallest measured drift angle (% � �1 Æ).
In the first case, the flow and wave pattern are symmetric, and only dynamic sinkage and
trim were calculated, while in the second case the heel angle was calculated as well. The
computations were with the coarsest grid, which has already been presented in Section 3.4.2.
The grid was mirrored at the hull centre-plane, doubling the number of CVs to a total of
������. The lateral boundary conditions (top, sides and bottom) were also changed from slip-
walls to inlet condition, so that flow velocity, turbulent parameters and the volume fraction
are specified there as well.

The position of the centre of gravity greatly influences the calculated final running atti-
tude; the longitudinal position�� determines the trim angle and the vertical position��,
the heel angle, as well as to some extent the trim angle. The moments of inertia of the model
influence the convergence history, i.e. the transition from the initial steady-state to the fi-
nal state. From the publications on the experimental work byLongo and Stern(1996), and
from personal communications withJ. Longo, the vertical position of� and the moments
of inertia were unfortunately not known.�� was determined from the balance of forces
for the model on an even keel, i.e. at the start of the computation.�� was estimated with
����1����1���, Schneekluth(1988), where�� stands for the vertical distance between
the ship keel and�, and� is the depth of the ship. The moments of inertia��� �� ���

�

and������� �� ���
� were also estimated fromSchneekluth(1988) with�����1��� and

��� � �1���. Here,��� and��� are the roll and pitch radius of gyration about the ship-
bounded axis passing through the centre of gravity. The products of inertia were set equal to
zero. The towing force attachment point also influences the converged trim and heel angles.
The height of the towing force attachment point was known fromLongo and Stern(1996) to
be�1����� above the design waterline.

As stated above, the moments of inertia influence the transient response, but not the
converged solution. Thus, they can be varied in order to obtain a fast convergence. The same
applies to the delay factor to retard the body velocity (see Eq. (2.27)).�� and the moments
of inertia both have a similar effect on convergence, and should be chosen consistently. For
a time-accurate modelling of the motions, no motion delay should be used and the correct
moments of inertia should be set. A more detailed discussion of the effects of�� on the
convergence will be given in the last application case, where the 3-D free motion of a vessel
will be presented.

Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the computed results with experimental data for the
� Æ–drift calculation. As shown in Sections 3.6 and 3.8, respectively,�! and the blending
factor for the discretisation of convective fluxes in the momentum equations influence the
computed values. The results presented in this table are for�!��1�� s and��� CDS. The
mixing ratio UDS-CDS was also varied in this investigation and its effects will be addressed
below. �! was kept constant, so that its effect does not influence the following results.
Only one outer iteration per time step was performed as usual, following thepseudo-steady
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time integration explained in Section 3.7. For the model-free calculations of this section,
the CPU-time needed per time step increases by about�� compared to the model-fixed
case. This is due to the transformation of the whole grid geometry into the new position
after each time step, which is computationally very expensive, as well as to some extent due
to the calculation of the forces and moments, integration of the equations of motion, more
complicated boundary conditions, etc. However, computational time was not a main concern
at this stage, as long as good results could be achieved.

Table 4.1: Comparison of measured and calculated values in the� Æ–drift condition.

�� �� (��) �� sinkage trim ang. wetted surf.

[�����] [�����] [�����] [��] [Æ] [���]

:: exp. (free) �1� �1�� 1�� ��1����� ��1��� �1����
�: comp. (fixed) �1�� �1�� 1�� �1����� �1��� �1����
�: comp. (free) �1�� �1�� 1�� ��1����� ��1��� �1����

�� � :��: ��1�� ���1� ���1�� – – �1��
�� � :��: ��1�� ���1�� � 1�� ��1�� ��1�� 
�1��
�� � ���� 
�1� 
��1�� 
��1�� – – 
�1��

The�� value from the experiment was determined from the ITTC57 correlation line,
while the residual resistance coefficient is�� ������ . The experimental values are for
the model-free condition. For better comparison between computed and measured values,
the resistance coefficients were normalised following the standard practice in towing tanks
of using the wetted surface at rest (for moderate Froude numbers). The computation under-
predicts the measured total resistance coefficients by��1�� in the model-fixed case and by
1�� in the model-free case. Thus, the model-free calculation predicts the total resistance
��� larger than the model-fixed calculation and thus in closer agreement with the experi-
ments. The larger differences in resistance originate from the pressure component. These
results correspond to calculations with the coarse-grid. It is expected that by computing on
finer grids and applying the extrapolation proposal introduced in Section 3.8, the pressure re-
sistance coefficient would become even smaller than the one shown here for the coarse grid.
The apparent unsatisfactory total resistance prediction may originate from the above men-
tioned coarse resolution in the computations, as well as from the uncertainty in the model
tests, With respect to the uncertainty of model testing, other towing tank measurements in
Japan show residual resistance coefficients between�1������ and�1������, Kajitani (1987).
The measurements at IOWA were taken with a relatively small model of�1��� m length,
which increases the uncertainty to some extent. For these reasons, it is difficult to draw an
accurate comparison between experiments and computations, but it can be said that the com-
puted values (even after extrapolation) are in the range between the IOWA experiments and
those made in Japan.

The sinkage in the calculations corresponds to a downward displacement of the centre of
gravity (negative sinkage), while in the experiments it is a measure of the average upward
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or downward deflection of the forward and aft perpendiculars. Since� is basically mid-
ships there is practically no difference between the two definitions. The computed sinkage
under-predicts the measurements by about��. The trim angle definition is the same for
both measurement and computation. A negative trim corresponds to a bow down and stern
up attitude. The computed trim angle agrees fairly well with the measurement. In general,
it can be said that this calculation with dynamic sinkage and trim satisfactorily predicts the
measured resistance and running attitude of the Series 60 model in the straight-ahead condi-
tion, and substantially improves the resistance prediction compared to the calculation in the
model-fixed condition.

The computed wetted surface for the model-fixed condition with forward speed (with
distortion of the free surface) is insignificantly larger than for the model at rest. However, for
the model-free condition it is�1�� larger, mostly due to the sinkage than to the trim or the
deformation of the free surface in wave crests and troughs, whose contributions to the wetted
surface cancel each other out. All computed resistance coefficients include the air resistance
as simulated for the tank conditions. At this Reynolds number, it accounts on average for
�1�� �1�� of the total resistance.

In the second test condition – the steady-state drift flow at a small drift angle of�1 Æ –
the dynamic heel angle was also computed. For this test condition, the results are less sat-
isfactory than for the� Æ–drift condition. The main reason for this is that the asymmetric
flow is basically more complicated than the parallel flow, with possible three-dimensional
separation, wave breaking and vortex-free-surface interaction. The used coarse grid with
less than������ CVs for the whole hull is really too coarse to capture the asymmetric flow
characteristics accurately.

The measured total resistance in the�1 Æ–drift condition increases by�1� with respect
to the� Æ–drift case. The computation under-predicts�� by �1��. The gain in accuracy for
�� in the model-free condition (compared to the model-fixed condition) accounts for�1��,
see Table 4.2. In the�1 Æ–drift case, for both the model-fixed and model-free condition,
the�� values are a bit less well predicted, and�� values a bit better predicted than in the
� Æ–drift case.

Table 4.2: Comparison of measured and calculated force coefficients for the�1 Æ–drift con-
dition (����1���).

�� �� (��) �� �	 ��

[�����] [�����] [�����] [�����] [�����]

:: exp. (free) �1� �1�� �1�� �1�� ��1��
�: comp. (fixed) �1� �1� 1�� �1� ��1�
�: comp. (free) �1�� �1�� 1� �1�� ��1��

�� � :��: ���1�� ���1�� ���1�� ���1�� 
 �1��
�� � :��: � �1�� � �1�� � �1�� ��1�� 
��1��
�� ����� 
 �1�� 
��1�� 
 �1�� ���1�� 
 1��
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The largest differences undoubtedly occur for the side force coefficient.�	 is defined
as�	 � �����1*�

�
� ��, with �� the total side force in the ship-fixed reference system.

However, the yaw moment coefficient�� is much better predicted than the side force.�� is
defined like in the model tests as�� ������1*�

�
��

��. The free condition deteriorates the
prediction of side force even more. The reason for this bad prediction is low grid resolution as
well as an inappropriate turbulence model. Oblique flow computations byCura Hochbaum
(1998) suffered to some extent from similar problems, although he attributes the side force
under-prediction to the lack of the free surface and the dynamic squat and heel.

A negative drift angle (%���1 Æ) means in this case that the flow comes from the port
side of the model. In the�1 Æ–drift condition and according to the measurements, the sinkage
increases by around�� and the trim angle by���. The asymmetric flow induces a heel angle
of �1� Æ (measurement) towards the direction of the flow, that means in this case towards the
port side. Table 4.3 shows the predicted sinkage, trim and heel angle for����1��� and
the comparison with the measured values. The heel angle change considerably by choosing a
different�� and thus�� . For instance for����1��� the predicted heel angle becomes

�1�� larger and for�� � �1��� it becomes���1� smaller than the measured one.
This fact stresses the importance of a detailed documentation of the experimental set-up for
CFD validation purposes.

Table 4.3: Comparison of measured and calculated running attitude for the�1 Æ–drift condi-
tion (����1���).

sinkage trim ang. heel ang. wetted surf.
[��] [Æ] [Æ] [���]

:: exp. (free) ��1����� ��1��� �1� �1����
�: comp. (fixed) �1����� �1��� �1�� �1����
�: comp. (free) ��1����� ��1��� �1�� �1����

�� � :��: – – – 
�1��
�� � :��: ��1�� 
��1�� �1�� 
�1��
�� � ���� – – – 
�1��

In the following, the convergence history of forces and motions will be analysed in de-
tail. All values mentioned in the next paragraphs and shown in the diagrams can be found
also in Tables 4.1 to 4.3. Note, however, that the resistance coefficients in the diagrams
were normalised using the computed wetted surface underway while the coefficients in the
tables were normalised using the wetted surface at rest. In analogy to the discussion on the
dependence of the pressure resistance on the type of discretisation scheme used for the mo-
mentum equations, the same procedure was used here to analyse the motion convergence.
Thus, these calculations were also performed varying the mixing ratio of UDS-CDS. This
study demands a much greater computational effort than by just using a constant blending
factor, but it gives insight into the convergence of predicted values. This in turn can help to
accelerate convergence in future work.
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The diagrams shown in Figure 4.1 are for the� Æ–drift condition. Figure 4.1 (top) is
the convergence history for the model-fixed condition. It represents exactly one of the con-
vergence histories used for the analysis presented in Section 3.8 (pressure resistance and
its dependence from the discretisation scheme and grid-independence solutions), see Figure
3.20. The first few seconds of the simulation display strong oscillations. This is due to the
fact that the simulation was started with the ship advancing at full forward speed. Until�
s, pure UDS was used. From there on, UDS was blended with CDS in��� and�� s steps,
until ��� CDS was reached and used for the last�� s. The values presented in Tables 4.1 to
4.3 were averaged between these last��� s to��� s, i.e. for��� CDS. In the diagram, we
can clearly see the dependence of the pressure resistance coefficient on the UDS-CDS mix-
ing ratio as it was discussed in the previous section. The pressure resistance coefficient is
represented by the black line which looks like stairs. The friction resistance coefficient (light
blue line) also depends on the blending factor but in a negligible amount. It is interesting
to see that the trim moment (blue line) also displays a similar dependence like the pressure
resistance. The trim angle for this case is zero. The heave force (red line) remains constant
at ��1� N. This value is the total vertical force computed. It contains the hydrostatic com-
ponent for the fixed design draft�� plus a hydrodynamic component (negative sign) also in
the fixed condition. The difference from the model displacement�����1� N (normalised
for � m model) is the force constrained in the simulation or being supported by the balance
in the towing tank carriage.

In the second computation presented here – Figure 4.1 (middle) – the model was only
allowed to heave. The sinkage is represented by the green line which drops at�� s to
��1���� m. At the same time, the heave force goes up and balances exactly the model
displacement:����� � ��
Æ�
���
 , so that hydrodynamic component���
 equals the
change in displacementÆ�. The pressure resistance line shifts�1� upwards. The trim
moment changes substantially, even changing the sign between��� and�� CDS.

The last diagram of this set – corresponding to the model-free (sinkage+trim) calculation
– is shown in Figure 4.1 (bottom). In general, the convergence lines in this case display more
high-frequency oscillations. This may be due to the fact that the grid lines are less aligned to
the flow than before, specially at the boundary region. Heave force, friction resistance and
sinkage show the same behaviour as in the case before. The pitching (purple line) is released
at � s simulation time. With pure UDS the hull trims nose up (squat). With���� CDS, it
is on an even keel. At��� CDS, the hull is trimmed�1� Æ nose down. The trim moment is in
balance. It is not at zero but in this case��1�� Nm, which corresponds to the trim moment
caused by the towing force. By comparing with the sinkage-only case, one can calculate
the trim moment caused by the towing force to be��� of the total trim moment. Finally,
the pressure resistance basically remained unchanged, although it oddly enough became��
smaller in the trimmed condition.
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Figure 4.1: Convergence history the for� Æ–drift calculations in the model-fixed (top),
sinkage-only (middle) and model-free (bottom) conditions.
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The next set of diagrams corresponds to the�1 Æ–drift condition with dynamic sinkage,
trim and heel. In this case, only the convergence histories for the model-fixed condition
(Figure 4.2) and model-free condition (Figure 4.3) will be shown, but the same kind of
analysis as for the� Æ–drift case could also be done here for the intermediate conditions,
sinkage-only and sinkage+trim but no heel. Up to�� s simulation time, pure UDS was used,
releasing first the sinkage by�� s, the trim then by�� s, and finally the heel by�� s. From
there on, UDS was blended with CDS in��� and�� s steps, until��� CDS was reached
and used for the last�� s. Heave force, pressure resistance and friction resistance coefficients
look the same as in the� Æ–drift condition shown in the previous set of diagrams. They will
not be shown here but the colours of their lines will be used for other quantities.

In the model-fixed condition, Figure 4.2, the sinkage, the trim and the heel angles are
zero. The trim moment shows the same behaviour as before. The heel moment (red line)
also depends on the UDS-CDS ratio, but not as much as the trim moment does. The side
force (brown line, in this case the lift, i.e. force in� -direction) depends on the UDS-CDS
ratio as well. It becomes smaller with better discretisation, so that the large difference to
the measured value (Table 4.3) becomes even larger. Calculations on finer grids are needed
to clarify this point. The yaw moment (black line) is almost constant, and as has been
shown before, it over-predicts the measured one. The small change with more CDS slightly
improves the prediction. Since the yaw moment hardly changes, the side force application
point has to be moving backwards towards midship when more CDS is used.

In the model-free-�1 Æ–drift condition, the convergence behaviour of some values (Fig-
ure 4.3) is generally not as smooth as it was the case for the� Æ–drift condition and/or the
model-fixed condition. Again, the reason could be that the grid lines are less aligned with
the flow. In order to avoid numerical disturbances, the delay factor was set small (�� ��1�).
The sinkage behaviour is the same as for the� Æ–drift condition, as well as for the trim, which
however shifts a bit downwards. The trim moment is in balance again with the towing force
moment. The same is valid for the heel moment. The heel angle (light blue line) converges
at about� Æ in this case. The side force displays a high-frequency oscillation, but it follows
the same trend as before.

The wave patterns for both the� Æ-drift and the�1 Æ-drift model-free conditions look
very similar to those in the model-fixed condition (will not be shown here), since sinkage,
trim and heel are relatively small (deep water, moderate Froude number and drift angle).
The application case in the next section will show large changes in wave pattern due to large
changes in running attitude of the model.
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Figure 4.2: Convergence history for%���1 Æ, model-fixed condition.
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4.3 Blunt-Bow Ship Model (Breaking Waves)

This section introduces another application of relevance in ship hydrodynamics: the wave
breaking ahead of the bow of a very fat hull ship. Computational studies of this phenomenon
are difficult and not very numerous. The first computation of breaking waves was presented
by Park and Miyata(1994) for a tanker using the MAC method, which is nowadays obso-
lete. Since the numerical uncertainties are relatively large, the need for experimental data
for validation is obvious. At the Ship Research Institute (SRI) in Tokyo, measurements of
bow-wave breaking in front of a blunt-bow ship model have been conducted. The computa-
tions presented in this section are an effort to numerically simulate the flow under the same
conditions as in the experiments at SRI.

In a first step, computations in the model-fixed condition were performed and the bow-
wave breaking pattern was compared with the experimental data available, seeAzcueta et al.
(1999a). In a second step, the model-free condition was investigated (sinkage and trim), and
the results were compared with those of the model-fixed condition. After performing the
computations in model-free condition, the model tests were repeated at SRI for the sinkage-
only condition and a comparison of calculated and measured values for sinkage and resis-
tance could be undertaken. Since measurements were not available at the time of performing
the computations, this case can be considered as agenuine predictionof resistance.

Figure 4.4 shows a sketch of the used model. The waterplane shape is shown in the upper
part of the figure (top view). The bow has the shape of a semi-circle with a radius of���1�
m. It is followed by a parallel middle body of� m length, and the stern of�1� m length,
prescribed as a spline. Thus, the total length of the model is�1� m and the beam�1� m. The
same shape of the waterplane extends�1� m above the design waterline up to the deck and
�1� m beneath the design waterline. There, half a body of revolution, obtained by rotating
the waterplane around its longitudinal axis, is attached to complete a total draft of�1� m.
With the semi-circular bow, the hull can be seen as a blunt body. The model speed was set
at ����1��� m/s, which corresponds to a Froude number�
��1�, based on the hull draft.
The Reynolds number based on the hull length was around�1� � ��
.
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Figure 4.4: Sketch of the used model. Figure 4.5: Coarse grid used for the simula-
tions.
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Three grids with substantially different fineness in the free-surface region were used in
order to assess the grid-dependence of the computed wave patterns. The number of CVs of
each grid is������, �������, and���������. Figure 4.5 shows a perspective view of the
coarsest grid. It is a matching block-structured grid, with some CVs as prisms. The medium
grid was obtained by refining the CVs in all directions in a region extending horizontally over
the whole computational domain and vertically�1��m above and below the design waterline.
The size of this region was established using the free-surface elevation previously obtained
on the coarse grid as a reference. The finest grid was obtained by refining the medium grid
in a region restricted horizontally to about half a model length around the model.

4.3.1 Model-Fixed Computations

We will first concentrate on the wave breaking pattern obtained on the different grids for the
model-fixed condition and on their comparison with the experimental data.

The simulations on the coarse and medium grids were performed on a single-processor
workstation, while for the finest grid eight processors on a parallel computer were used, see
Table 4.4 for details on memory and CPU time required per time step. The simulations were
carried out until a periodic oscillation of pressure drag was obtained over many periods. This
was typically the case after about�����, ����� and����� time steps for the coarse, medium
and fine grid, respectively. This number of time steps corresponded to a simulation time of
�� s or the time taken for a water particle to travel���. �! was chosen so that a Courant
number of� was not exceeded. First, only one outer iteration per time step was used until
the periodic flow was reached, and then 20 iterations were set over a few oscillation periods
to obtain a good average of forces. A constant blending of��� CDS was used for all cases.

Table 4.4: Some computational details for the simulations carried out on the three grids.

Grid CVs RAM CPU/time step Computer �! time steps

coarse ������ �� MB � s DEC; 500MHz �1��� s �����
medium ������� ��� MB � s HP ��PA 8200 �1��� s �����
fine ��������� ��� MB � s HP ��PA 8200 �1�� s �����

While the friction drag remains nearly constant during the simulation, the pressure drag
oscillates typically by about�� around the mean values (shown in Table 4.5). The oscil-
lation period for the pressure drag for all grids is about�1 s, equal in this case to the time
required for a water particle to travel��. However, the period of the breaking bow-wave,
as can be observed in the animations of the computed flow, is much smaller, about�1� s. In
fact the oscillations in�� are influenced much more by the much larger breaking wave at
the side of the model, which initiates a back and forth movement of the stern wave. This
phenomenon can be best observed in the animation of the flow for the whole hull. See the
animations for the finest grid in the appendix:CD: Blunt Bow/Fine fixed.mpg.

Since the flow oscillates nearly periodically, the results are averaged over the last�� s
(about�� periods of wave breaking) and the average field values obtained on the three grids
are compared. This comparison is presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. In Figure 4.6 the velocity
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vectors are interpolated and presented on a uniform grid for better comparison. The lower
horizontal line denotes the undisturbed water surface, while the upper one represents the
height��� � �1�; the vertical line on the right-hand side denotes the bow, while that on
the left-hand side represents the position
�� � �1� ahead of the bow. The results show
that the mean maximum water level at the bow is roughly the same on all three grids (about
�����1). However, with grid refinement the height of the breaking wave and its steepness
increase substantially. The range over which the breaking wave moves in time also becomes
narrower, as can be seen in the velocity pattern in the air. On all grids the results agree
qualitatively: water rises up along the bow, while air moves downwards towards the free
surface. Figure 4.7 shows average isolines of water level ahead of the bow, as computed
on the three grids. The first contour ahead of the bow represents�1�� m above the design
waterline and the interval between contours equals�1�� m. One can observe that with grid
refinement the breaking wave region (the wave does not overturn in these figures due to the
averaging) becomes sharper and somewhat closer to the bow and more extended to the side.

Figure 4.6: Average water level contour
and velocity vectors in the symmetry plane
ahead of the bow for the three grids (coarse,
medium, and fine, from top to bottom, re-
spectively).

Figure 4.7: Average isolines of wa-
ter level ahead of the bow, as com-
puted on the three grids, viewed vertically
from above (from top to bottom: coarse,
medium, and fine grid).

Figure 4.8 (left) is a photograph of the breaking wave ahead of the bow at some time
instant as observed during the model experiments at SRI. In Figure 4.8 (right), an instant
of the wave breaking as simulated on the finest grid for the same Froude number is shown.
The photograph indicates that the free surface in the bow-wave region is highly “turbulent”
(i.e. not smooth) and also contains many bubbles of air. The instantaneous shape of the bow
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wave taken from the simulation shows a nearly smooth free surface, except for the crest of
the breaking wave. The unsteadiness of the free surface on the small scale takes place at
higher frequencies than those resolved in the unsteady RANSE simulation; the simulation
takes only into account the low-frequency (nearly periodic) unsteadiness effects, whose time
scale is separated from the time scale of turbulence. Therefore, the simulation cannot show
such unsteadiness of the free surface as observed in the photograph – a large-eddy simulation
(LES) would be required for that purpose. In order to capture air bubbles, an extremely fine
grid would also be needed and surface-tension effects should be taken into account, which is
a computational challenge comparable to a direct numerical simulation (DNS) and thus im-
practical at large scale. One could argue that a specialfree-surface turbulence modelwould
be required to model the fine-scale disturbances of the free surface, which certainly dissipate
the energy in the wave and affect both its spreading and dynamics. These effects are not
taken into account in the simulation.

Figure 4.8: Instantaneous free surface ahead of the bow. (left: Photograph courtesy of SRI,
Hinatsu et al.(1994); right: computation on finest grid).

Figure 4.9 shows a comparison of the time-averaged free-surface elevation in the bow-
wave region computed on the medium and fine grid with experimental data from SRI. A very
good agreement is observed between experiment and simulation on the medium grid, while
the finest grid shows a shorter distance from the bow to the breaking wave crest. Similarly,
the wave profile from experimental data shown in Figure 4.10 is in closer agreement with the
simulation result of the medium grid than with that of the finest grid.

The cause for the fact that the results obtained on the finest-grid do not agree with ex-
perimental data as well as those on the medium grid can originate from three sources. One
could be the above mentioned fact that the small-scale free-surface disturbances introduce
additional diffusion effects on the breaking wave which are not modelled in the simulation.
Since it is obvious from Figure 4.7 that the coarser grids show effects of numerical diffusion
on the breaking wave, it may be that the amount of numerical diffusion on the medium grid is
just of the right order to model the above named effects. With a finer grid but without resolv-
ing the small-scale turbulent fluctuations of the free surface, the wave becomes too sharp and
hence also shorter. Another explanation could be the air-entrainment in the breaking wave
and the more complex two-phase flow, which are not modelled in the simulation. The third
possible cause for disagreement could be the measurement uncertainty. Future studies of the
bow-wave breaking phenomena should be devoted to clarifying these issues.
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grids (below); experimental data also show standard deviation of the stream-wise velocity
component (measurement data courtesy of SRI,Hinatsu et al.(1994)).
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Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of computed and measured wave elevation along the
hull, as computed on the medium grid. The bow is located at
���� and the tip of the stern
at
����. The agreement is quite satisfactory.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of measured and computed wave elevation along the hull, (compu-
tation on medium grid, model-fixed condition, measurement data courtesy of SRI).

4.3.2 Model-Free Computations

In addition to the computations in the model-fixed condition, computations with the model
free to sink and to trim were performed. Unlike the Series 60 case where the dynamic trim
was quite small, the trim angle in this case is significantly large due to the high Froude
number, changing the whole picture of the wave breaking pattern.

As in the Series 60 case, the lateral and upper boundary, formerly a slip-wall condition,
were changed to inlet condition. Also the position of the centre of gravity and of the towing
force, as well as the moments of inertia of the model (not known from the experimental
specifications) had to be estimated using the same procedure as for the Series 60 hull. The
delays factor�� and the moments of inertia were varied and a consistent set of values to
attain good convergence was found. In the following, only one combination will be shown.

Figure 4.12 shows a convergence history for such a computation on the medium grid.
Unlike the Series 60 case, the UDS-CDS mixing ratio was kept constant at��� CDS, so
that its effects were not analysed for this case. Initially, the flow around the fixed model was
computed until a periodic flow had been established by�� s simulation time. After�� s,
the constraint for the vertical translation, i.e. the sinkage, was released (blue line). At this
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stage, the sinkage converges to a value of about�� mm. The green line represents the
vertical velocity, which is maximal shortly after being released and then converges to zero.
Meanwhile, the vertical force becomes larger, reaching the displacement of the model (�����
N for one half of the model). After�� s the constraint for the rotation around the transversal
axis, i.e. the trim, was released. The brown line represents the trim angle in degrees. It grows
larger until it converges at���1� Æ, trim by the head. The purple line, which represents the
trim moment and was constant at about�� Nm before�� s, converges to zero thereafter. The
same happens with the trim angular velocity (light blue line) which is maximal at the time
of releasing the motion and decreases to zero thereafter. While the model is going down by
the nose, the sinkage adjusts from� mm to about�� mm at steady-state.

Figure 4.13 shows the average position of the model and the contour of the free surface
for the three time instants;�� s: no sinkage and no trim (in red),�� s: sinkage only (in green)
and��� s: sinkage plus trim (in blue). While the wave profile does not change much for the
sinkage-only condition, it looks quite different for the final trimmed attitude. The water
level ahead of the bow rises sooner, the bow-wave amplitude becomes larger, the shoulder
wave trough is substantially shallower, and the stern wave hardly breaks, but becomes higher
in the wake. The wave patterns around the bow for the three time instants, model-fixed,
sinkage only and sinkage plus trim, are shown in Figure 4.14 for the coarse and medium
grid computations. One can also appreciate in these figures the large differences between
the model-fixed condition and the final running attitude. Even the results from the coarse
grid show the large effect of trim on the wave pattern. This fact can be best observed in the
animations in the appendix CD, compareCD: Blunt Bow/Medium fixed.mpg with
CD: Blunt Bow/Medium free.mpg.

The difference in free-surface shape is associated with large changes in force coefficients.
Table 4.5 lists for the coarse and medium grids the computed friction, pressure and total
resistance coefficients, as well as wetted surface, sinkage and trim, for the model-fixed and
model-free conditions. Unfortunately, no experimental values (resistance, sinkage and trim)
are available at present for these two conditions. The values in this table are for a constant
blending of��� CDS. The size of the time steps were�! � �1�� s and�! � �1�� s
(constant) for the coarse and medium grids, respectively. To obtain a good average of the
forces,�� outer iterations per time step were set over a few periods (also for the animations).
The wetted surface underway increases by about��, the total resistance coefficient by���
and��� for the coarse and medium grid, respectively, mostly due to the predominant��

values. Sinkage and trim are predicted slightly smaller on the medium grid than on the coarse
one. The CPU-time per time step was again about�� larger for the model-free than for the
model-fixed condition.

After performing the computations in model-free condition, the model tests were re-
peated at SRI for the sinkage-only condition, and resistance and sinkage were measured.
The results of the computation for the sinkage-only condition (not shown in Table 4.5) are
extracted from the time history of forces and motions (Figure 4.12) averaging the values
between s and�� s. The computed resistance (��� N) on the medium grid differs from
the measured resistance (��� N) by only ��. The computed sinkage (�1�� m) differs from
the measured one (�1��� m) by �1��. The agreement in resistance and sinkage is thus quite
satisfactory. Unfortunately, the computed trim could not be validated so far. However, the
series of towing tank tests will be extended for the model-free condition as well, so that this
test case could become an interesting benchmark in the future.
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Figure 4.12: Time convergence history of forces, velocities and motions.

Figure 4.13: Model position and wave profile at the three positions afloat: no trim and no
sinkage (in red), sinkage only (in green), and trim plus sinkage (in blue).
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Table 4.5: Resistance coefficients for model-fixed and model-free conditions computed on
coarse and medium grids.

�� �� �� wetted surf. sinkage trimgrid condition
[�����] [�����] [�����] [m�] [mm] [Æ]

fixed (fx) �1�� �1�� �1� �1�� �1� �1��
coarse free (fr) �1� �1�� �1�� �1� ���1� ��1��

(fr-fx)/fx 
��1�� 
�1�� 
��1�� 
�1�� – –

fixed (fx) �1�� �1�� �1�� �1�� �1� �1��
medium free (fr) �1�� �1� �1�� �1�� ��1� ��1

(fr-fx)/fx 
��1�� 
�1�� 
��1�� 
�1� – –

Figure 4.14: Isolines of water level ahead of the bow on coarse (left) and medium grid (right)
for the three positions afloat: model-fixed (top), sinkage only (middle) and sinkage plus trim
(bottom).
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4.4 Concluding Remarks

The second task of the thesis – the determination of the dynamic sinkage, trim, and heel –
had the main goal of showing how the numerical resistance prediction could be improved
by considering the difference in resistance, which occurs when the ship changes its running
attitude. With the two test cases – the Series 60 and the blunt-bow models – it has been
shown how far the proposed approach is suitable for predicting both small changes in the
ship’s running attitude and large ones.

For the Series 60 the model-free computation predicts the total resistance about�� larger
than the model-fixed computation, thus improving the agreement with the measured value
from about��� to about�� under-prediction, for both the straight-ahead and the drift-
condition. In the case of the blunt-bow model the total resistance coefficient increases due
to the squat by��� and��� on the coarse and medium grids, respectively, and the large
changes in running attitude produce large changes in the wave pattern and the wave-breaking
dynamics. However, those figures could not be validated by measurements, since during the
first series of model tests at SRI (model-fixed condition) only the wave pattern was measured.
However, for the sinkage-only condition a quite satisfactorygenuine predictionof resistance
and sinkage (model tests performed after the computations) was achieved.

The comparison of measured and computed sinkage, trim and heel angles for the Series
60 hull is satisfactory, although the good agreement in heel angle was partially reached by
the choice of the vertical position of the centre of gravity, which was not known from the
experiments. The need for accurate documentation of the experimental set-up for validation
is thus obvious. A grid convergence analysis for sinkage and trim was only performed for
the blunt-bow case and only on two grids. This should be extended in the future to the Se-
ries 60 case and on three grids. For the Series 60 case the results of the computation for
the straight-ahead condition agreed better with measurements than those for the drift con-
dition, since the asymmetric flow is in principle more complicated than the parallel flow,
with possible three-dimensional separation, wave breaking and vortex-free-surface interac-
tion. Large differences were obtained in the side force, although the yaw moment was much
better predicted. Low grid resolution as well as an inappropriate turbulence model may be
the cause for this disagreement. To capture the details of the wave-breaking dynamics in the
blunt-bow test case, a special free-surface turbulence model would be required to model the
fine-scale disturbances of the free surface, which introduce additional diffusion and affect
the wave-breaking.

The increase of CPU-time for computing the model-free condition is about��. This
is due to the transformation – translation and rotation – of the whole grid geometry to the
new position after each time step, which is computationally very expensive, as well as to
some extent due to the computation of the forces and moments, integration of the equations
of motion, more complicated boundary conditions, etc. However, computational time was
not a main concern for this analysis, as long as good results could be achieved.

After having used these two application cases to verify whether the numerical approach is
suitable for computing the ship’s running attitude and to validate the first results to some ex-
tent, the next task should be to apply the enhanced method as a tool for resistance prediction
in every-day design work. Proper resistance prediction should be obtained for complicated
hull forms, preferably at full scale and including the propulsion and all resistance compo-
nents: the viscous, wave making, the component due to the changed running attitude, etc.
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Added resistance in waves, but also the ship behaviour in a seaway or when manoeuvring
should some day also be tackled by viscous flow solvers. The next chapter presents a further
step towards reaching those ambitious goals.



Chapter 5

Freely-Floating Bodies

5.1 Introduction

The emphasis of this chapter is on demonstrating the robustness and flexibility of this nu-
merical approach not only to compute the turbulent free-surface flow around ships including
their running attitude, but also to accurately simulate the motions of freely-floating bodies.
Determining the dynamic response of floating bodies is a large area of concern in ship hy-
drodynamics: ship manoeuvring, behaviour in a seaway, added resistance, slamming, green
water on deck, launching, etc. are questions that have to be dealt with even at the preliminary
design stage. The simulations introduced in this chapter pursue the main goal of demon-
strating the potential ofviscousflow solvers for replacing the well establishedpotential flow
methods and the experiments in tanks in the near future, at least for some of those questions.
In particular when viscous effects are important, such as for the ship roll motion, the RANSE
solvers will prove very useful.

In this chapter, three application cases will be presented, which are more of academical
than practical relevance. Nevertheless, they can be considered as a starting point for evaluat-
ing and validating the method as a practical tool for such complex analyses. The three cases
simulate the response of a body which is released from a position where the forces acting on
it are out of balance. The first one is the simulation of drop tests in two dimensions, which
are of relevance for investigating slamming problems. This test case was used to validate
the method with existing experimental data, at least for two-dimensional problems. Further-
more, the influence of some parameters of the numerical method such as�! and the number
of outer iterations on the dynamic response of the body was investigated with this test case.

The second application case is a 2-D large amplitude roll motion of a boat midship sec-
tion, with and without a roll damping device. Controlling the rolling behaviour of a ship
is important for both passenger comfort and ship safety. In this test case, the differences
in roll damping with and without the roll damping device are quantified. Furthermore, the
robustness of the numerical method for simulating large amplitude motions is addressed.

The last application case shows the three-dimensional coupled roll, pitch, sway and heave
motion of a sailing boat. The intention of this application is to show how both steady-
state and transient problems can be simulated with the same computer program by simply
adjusting the appropriate parameters of the numerical method. Again, the influence of the
number of iterations and�! are investigated regarding the convergence and accuracy of
the motions and the computational effort needed. Furthermore, the additional roll damping
associated with forward speed is investigated.

69
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5.2 Drop Tests (Plane Motion)

The emphasis of this section is on validation. A test case for which experimental data exist
was chosen to validate the applicability of the implemented computational method for the
time-accurate simulation of plane motions with 3-DOF.

Symmetric and asymmetric drop tests with a prismatic hull have been experimentally
investigated byPeterson et al.(1997) and theoretically byXu et al.(1999). The motivation
of such investigations resides in the need to understand the dynamic response of vessels
such as planing boats operating at high speed in a seaway during asymmetric water impacts.
Other interesting aspects in this context are the avoidance of hull damage caused by bow
flare slamming and the evaluation of shock reduction concepts for military craft.

For an accurate simulation of water-entry phenomena and the associated ship responses
and slamming forces, strong deformation of the free surface including jets, sprays, splashing,
air trapping, breaking waves and cavitation have to be considered. Computations done so far
with this flow solver byMuzaferija et al.(1998) showed that this method is well capable
of considering all these flow features with the exception of cavitation. Furthermore, a fairly
good agreement of predicted forces and pressure distributions with experimental data was
obtained in that work. However, in these computations, the body motion was prescribed
using the time history of the motion from the model tests. What is more, only symmetric
water impacts were investigated. Like in that study, most other calculations of water-entry
phenomena until now have been of a deterministic type, i.e. the body undergoes a forced
motion, which can just be prescribed as measured in the model tests or can be previously
calculated by other means,Schumann(1998),Ribet (1997),Fontaine et al.(1997),Sames
et al.(1998),Arai et al.(1995). In their work,Sames et al.(1998) stress the need for a careful
determination of the entry velocity histories to obtain realistic design slamming pressures,
that means that an estimation of the entry velocity is not good enough.

Coupling the flow solver with a rigid-body motion solver is the best way to achieve this.
In the simulations presented in this chapter, the body trajectory, velocity and forces (in the
3-DOF) are obtained from the flow forces acting on the body, starting from the initial condi-
tion, without the need for prescribing the body motion. The focus of attention in this study
was the simulation of the coupled vertical, transverse and roll motion for some of the asym-
metric cases in the experiments byPeterson et al.(1997) and their validation. Unlike the
experimental drop tests, the simulations do not only yield the vertical and angular accelera-
tions, but also the transverse acceleration, as well as the water impact forces at each point of
the model as a function of time.

The physical model used byPeterson et al.(1997) was a high aspect ratio (�1�� m �
�1�� m) prismatic wedge with�� Æ deadrise. It was dropped from different heights, with
different weights, and with initial zero or non-zero heel angles. It was instrumented with
accelerometers for recording the roll and vertical acceleration time history.

The drop test conditions chosen for the simulations were:

� Symmetrical drop, light-weight condition ($ ���� kg)

� Asymmetrical drop ( Æ heel), light-weight ($ ���� kg, �����1� kgm�)

� Asymmetrical drop ( Æ heel), medium-weight ($ ���� kg, ������1� kgm�)
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The drop height chosen for all simulations was 0.61 m, measured from the water to the
keel of the wedge. The position of the centre of gravity was at the symmetry plane and�1���
m or �1�� m above the keel for the light and medium-weight condition, respectively. In
the numerical model, the configuration was reduced to a two-dimensional one. Thus, weight
and moments of inertia had to be reduced to the model slice of�1� m. In the integration
of the body motion equations, no delay in the body velocity was applied (see Eq. (2.27)),
since in this case a time-accurate simulation of an unsteady process was sought. The same
numerical mesh was used in all cases. It was relatively coarse with less than����� CVs, and
extended� m to the sides,� m from the keel upwards, and�1 m from the keel downwards,
i.e. with �1� m being filled with water at the initial condition. Figure 5.1 shows the mesh.
The shaded zone represents the water at the initial condition. Since no side current is present
in this configuration, no inlet and/or outlet boundary conditions have to be specified. Instead,
a pressure type boundary condition is used, where the known hydrostatic pressure (and the
volume fraction) is specified at all flow boundaries (side, top and bottom), since it is assumed
that the pressure disturbances are minimal that far away.

Figure 5.1: Mesh used to simulate the drop tests with a wedge.

Figure 5.2 shows what the dynamic response of such a drop test generally looks like. It
corresponds to the symmetric drop case. At time!� � �, the vertical position is
�1�� m,
force and velocity are zero and the vertical acceleration, which has been normalised with
the acceleration of gravity� � �1�� m/s, equals�� (vertical axis points upwards). It takes
only �1� s for the wedge to reach the water, where the vertical velocity is at its maximum.
Vertical force and acceleration (in the asymmetrical drops also transverse and rotation) then
peak for a short interval of�1� s. After that, position, velocity and acceleration oscillate
around zero as the wedge slowly heaves and reaches its equilibrium position. The remaining
vertical force equals the weight of the slice of the model (approx.��1 N). In the following,
we will concentrate only on the short interval between�1� and�1� s, when the large forces
and responses take place.
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Figure 5.2: Time history of vertical force, acceleration, velocity and position for the sym-
metric drop test simulation.

 0.370 s  0.400 s

 0.800 s  1.000 s

Figure 5.3: Sequence of snapshots at four time instants for the symmetric drop case.

Figure 5.3 shows a sequence of snapshots at four time instants as the wedge pene-
trates the water in the symmetric drop. Figure 5.4 shows the instant! � �1� s for the
asymmetric drops in light and medium-weight condition, respectively. The whole drop
test sequence can be best analysed observing the animations for each case presented, see
CD: Drop Test/Symm light.mpg, CD: Drop Test/Asymm light.mpg and
CD: Drop Test/Asymm medium.mpg in the appendix CD.
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 0.400 s  0.400 s

Figure 5.4: Time instant! � �1� s for the asymmetric drop in light-weight condition (left)
and medium-weight condition (right).

As mentioned above, the emphasis of this study was the validation of the simulation re-
sults. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 compare the simulated vertical and angular acceleration, vertical
or impact velocity and angle of heel for the two asymmetric drop tests in light-weight and
medium-weight conditions, respectively, with the corresponding experimental data fromPe-
terson et al.(1997). The mean vertical acceleration from the experiment is the average of the
two accelerometers, one on the starboard and one on the port side of the model. The experi-
mental results contain mechanical vibrations associated with structural resonances, making a
precise quantitative comparison between simulation and experiment difficult. Nevertheless,
the comparison shows a surprisingly good agreement both for the magnitude and timing of
the maximum accelerations and velocities, and for the time history of the remaining dy-
namic response. The major differences seems to be a small phase lag of�1��� s and an over-
prediction of the magnitude in the vertical acceleration. The phase shifting can be caused
by a time discretisation error at the start of the simulation. It is relatively small though, less
than�1��, if the whole falling time before the wedge reaches the water is considered. The
over-prediction in magnitude may be due to the absence of three-dimensional effects, as was
found byTroesch and Kang(1990) andZhao et al.(1997).

What is also interesting to observe in the simulations is the coupling between the mo-
tions in the 3-DOF and the effects of the model weight in its dynamic responses. Figures 5.7
and 5.8 show for the asymmetric drop tests in light-weight and medium-weight conditions,
respectively, the time history of acceleration, force, velocity and position in the 2-DOF of in-
terest, the vertical translation and the rotation. The transverse translation was also calculated,
but is not displayed in the diagrams. The vertical translation in those figures was magnified
by a factor of two to better show the timing of the impact, so that the lines end at the bottom
of the figures. The vertical translation curves look qualitatively like the one of the symmetric
drop case in Figure 5.2. In the medium-weight condition, the vertical deceleration (green
line) is about 50% smaller than in the light-weight condition due to the larger inertia of the
model, while the vertical force (red line) is twice as high. The other main difference is that
in the medium-weight condition the righting moment and thus the angular acceleration are
twice as high as in the light-weight condition. Thus, the heel angle decreases faster. These
tendencies are well verified by the previous comparison with experimental data. In these
simulations,�!��1��� s and�� outer iterations per time step were used.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of measured (courtesy CSS,Xu et al.(1999)) and simulated results
for the asymmetric light-weight condition.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of measured (courtesy CSS,Xu et al.(1999)) and simulated results
for the asymmetric medium-weight condition.
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Figure 5.7: Time history for the asymmetric light-weight drop test simulation.
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Figure 5.8: Time history for the asymmetric medium-weight drop test simulation.
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This test case was also used to assess the effect of�! and the number of outer iterations
per time step on the response dynamics. Figure 5.9 shows how the vertical and angular accel-
erations vary for three different (constant)�!. It corresponds to the simulation in the asym-
metric light-weight condition with outer iterations per time step. With a�! four times as
large, the amplitudes of the acceleration curves diminish by more that��. Also the position
of the peak shifts a little. The figure only shows vertical and angular acceleration responses,
but the same applies for forces, velocities and motion. In the figure one can observe a mono-
tonic convergence of results with smaller�!. The correct choice of�! is very important to
obtain the dynamic response. If it were chosen one order of magnitude larger, the responses
would be only a small fraction of the correct ones. Figure 5.10 shows the effect of reducing
the number of outer iterations per time step from�� to  for �!��1��� s and�!��1��� s,
respectively. The effect is small compared to the effect of changing�!, but it becomes larger
if �! is larger. This point is also summarised in Table 5.1, which lists the CPU time needed
to simulate�1 s on a Pentium III 450 MHz for each case. Labelled as�
� best convergence
is a calculation that represent the best compromise between accuracy and computation effort.

Table 5.1: CPU time required on Pentium III 450 MHz depending on the number of outer
iterations per time step and�!, as computed for the asymmetric drop test in light-weight
condition.

outer iter./ total outer
time step

�!
iterations

CPU remarks

�� �1��� s ������ �1� h best convergence
�� �1���� s ������ �1 h

 �1��� s ���� �1� h �
� best conv.
 �1���� s ���� �1� h
 �1���� s ���� �1 h

All test calculations performed in this work so far had a constant�!. However, other
alternatives should be kept in mind. For instance, in this drop test, using a large�! in the
constant acceleration phase from!� up to �1� s and then a smaller one when the wedge
impacts the water would have produced better results at lower computational cost. It still
would be a better alternative to use a time-marching method with a step-size control which
dynamically changes�!, so that the time resolution improves in those phases when the body
(or fluid) acceleration changes most.
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Figure 5.9: Effect of�! on water impact dynamics (5 iter./time step).
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5.3 Boat Section (Plane Motion)

This section presents a two-dimensional application of the method to a freely-floating body
undergoing a plane motion; a large amplitude roll motion coupled with heave and sway.

The prevention of roll motion on board ships is of vital importance for passenger comfort
and ship safety in a seaway. It can also be an important issue for moored floating bodies, if
resonance with low-frequency wave excitation takes place. In order to characterise the roll
behaviour of a ship, it is essential to estimate the roll damping already at the preliminary
design stage. The estimation procedure has so far relied heavily on experimental data, in the
form of traditional tank testing with the prototype or in the form of correlations of historical
experimental data. Of the many quantities that characterise roll motion, the non-linear damp-
ing parameter is the most crucial one for ship response. It is very difficult to estimate because
the mechanisms that govern roll damping are very complicated. The individual mechanisms
that lead to roll damping are: the creation of waves when the ship rolls, the damping due to
viscous effects in real fluids, such as skin friction, viscous separation and formation of eddies
near sharp edges, as well as the normal pressure force on the keels and the lifting forces on
the hull sides when the ship is rolling underway. All these components are a function of for-
ward speed. For small forward speeds, so calledroll extinction testscan be used to determine
the roll damping. In these tests, the model is inclined to a relatively large roll angle and then
suddenly released. The model then oscillates at its natural frequency. The information in the
time history of the motion is then used to determine the roll damping coefficient at the roll
natural frequency of the model.

In the present work, such a roll extinction test was simulated using the midship section
of a sailing boat as a test case. Two configurations were investigated – the bare hull and the
hull with a fin keel – and the effect of the keel on the damping coefficient was examined.
Similar two-dimensional, non-forward-speed roll simulations can be of use to investigate the
low-frequency oscillation of moored floating bodies. The calculated damping coefficients
can also be used to feed a strip-theory method when the effect of forward speed is negligible.
Two-dimensional tank testing is hard to carry out because large aspect ratio models are nec-
essary to create a two-dimensional flow. Therefore, no appropriate test cases were found in
the literature for comparison. At a second stage, this test was extended to three dimensions
and forward speed for the bare hull configuration. This will be introduced in the next section.

The geometry of the boat corresponds to a modern sailing yacht of�� m length and� m
beam, which was series-built in Germany by the company Dehler. The same boat class is
extensively used at present to investigate sailing forces under real conditions by means of a
full scale sailing dynamometer at the Technical University of Berlin,Brandt et al.(1997).
The numerical mesh for the 2-D simulation is relatively coarse. It has�� and�� CVs in
sectional girth and radial directions, respectively. It was extended with a block above deck to
allow large roll angles. The total number of CVs is����. Figure 5.11 on the left shows one
half of the computational domain and on the right a close-up view of the hull/keel region.
The spacial resolution around the keel is not sufficient to accurately capture the eddies which
appear in that region, but further local refinement could be used, if this were the goal of the
investigation. The computational domain is a cylinder of�� m radius, i.e. more than six times
the beam of the boat. The size of the time step chosen is�!��1��� s. �� outer iterations
per time step were performed. The mass of the model was reduced to the section slice, so
that the boat floats at its design waterline. The vertical position of the centre of gravity was
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estimated to be at the height of the design waterline, which is a common value for a sailing
boat. The roll radius of gyration was estimated to be��� � �1���. No delay was applied
to the body velocity (Eq. (2.27)) in the integration of the body motion equations. The same
type of pressure boundary condition as for the drop test simulations was used for the flow
boundaries, i.e. for the outer cylinder and the top lid.

Figure 5.11: Mesh used in the simulations for the rolling boat section.

To induce a roll motion, the boat section was initially inclined�� Æ in calm water to one
side, and then abruptly let to roll freely. Figure 5.12 on the left shows the initial position
and on the right the position after�1� s simulation. Because the mesh is so coarse in the
block above the deck, the free-surface contour smears when the boat rolls and that portion
of the mesh dips into the water. But when the free surface traverses again through a re-
gion of better resolution, it automatically becomes sharper. This can be observed in Figure
5.12, where in the inclined position (left) the band width of different volume-fractions, rep-
resented by the colours ranging from green over yellow to red, are wider. At�1� s the boat is
in the upright position, for which this coarse mesh is optimal, and the free surface becomes
sharper again. The numerical mesh was deliberately generated so coarse in order to demon-
strate this fact, which can be best observed in the animations in the appendix CD, seeCD:
Rolling Section/No keel.mpg and CD: Rolling Section/Keel.mpg. An-
other good characteristic of the computational approach is that the floating body is actually
allowed to roll over such a large angle that the top of the computational domain dips into
the water, without causing numerical difficulties. This point will not be demonstrated here,
but has often been observed in many simulations. The robustness of the method in this
point gives flexibility to calculate different situations with the same mesh. Substantially, this
means that the mesh must not necessarily be restricted to a pre-determined roll angle range,
but can be optimal for a range of angles, and not so optimal but still acceptable for larger
ones.

Figure 5.13 shows the time history of sway, heave and roll motion for the simulations
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with and without the keel for the first one and one and a half roll periods, respectively. The
centre of gravity and the roll moment of inertia were set equal for both cases – with and
without the keel – in order to be able to assess the viscous, non-linear damping due to the
presence of a large surface across the flow. The section without the keel completes the first
period in�1� s and the roll angle decreases by�1� Æ in this period of time, while the section
with the keel needs�1� s to reduce the roll angle by��1� Æ, see Table 5.2. However, from
that point onwards, the section without the keel oscillates at a more or less constant roll am-
plitude. This is because the waves generated by the body reflect at the non-physical flow
boundary at the side, and a sort of roll resonance takes place.

 0.000 s  1.100 s

Figure 5.12: Two snapshots in the roll simulation: the initial state (left) and an instant�1� s
thereafter (right).
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This fact is also presented in Table 5.2. There, the maxima and minima of the roll motion
(� and their timing!� with the resulting roll periods"� and logarithmic decrementsÆ are
listed. The logarithmic decrement together with the roll period characterises the roll damping
coefficient. They are defined as, (see also Figure 5.14):

Æ�� ���(��	�(��� (5.1)

"���!��	
!��	�	������ �!�
!��	������ !�� ���� �� �1111 (5.2)
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Figure 5.14: Definition of logarithmic decrement and roll period.

Table 5.2: Maxima and minima of the roll motion and their timing with corresponding loga-
rithmic decrement and roll period.

case � (� !� Æ "�

� ���1�� Æ � s
	�� 
��1�� Æ �1��� s
� ���1� Æ �1��� s

�1��� �1�� s

�	�� 
��1�� Æ �1�� s

2-D

� ���1� Æ 1��� s
�1��� �1�� sno keel

�	�� 
��1�� Æ �1��� s

� ���1�� Æ � s
	�� 
��1�� Æ �1� s
� ���1�� Æ �1�� s

�1��� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1� Æ �1��� s

2-D

� ��1� Æ �1��� s
�1��� �1� skeel

�	�� 
�1� Æ �1��� s

The logarithmic decrement as well as the roll period for the case with the keel are much
larger than those without the keel.

Another big difference induced by the keel is in the sway response. As the hull section
rights up, the keel acts like a lever pushing the hull to the left side, in the coordinates of
Figure 5.12 (dotted blue line in Figure 5.13). Without the keel the hull presses the water to
the left, and gets an impulse to the right (red dotted line).
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5.4 Sailing Boat in Planing Condition (3-D Case)

The goal of this last test case was to show the general applicability of the numerical procedure
not only for calculating the change in the ship’s running attitude but also for accurately
simulating freely-floating body motions. It was important as the first test using this numerical
method for a three-dimensional case with many (four) DOF under large motion amplitudes.

The test case chosen for this application was a sailing boat, since such a boat satisfies the
requirements of undergoing large heel angles or rolling motions, as well as large trim angles
due to the high speeds at which it sails. High-speed planing hulls are interesting from the
point of view of their dynamic stability, specially when slamming and rolling in a seaway.
Furthermore, in the steady-state planing condition, there is an optimum in transom size and
shape, depending on speed and trim. For power boats, the resistance can be optimised with
the proper choice of the planing wedges or stern flaps. The simulation introduced in this
section represents the further step towards tackling such complicated questions by means of
viscous flow computations. This work builds upon previous free-surface calculations done
by the author for strongly asymmetric flows (flow around sailing yachts at large heel and
yaw angles),Azcueta(1996) andFrölich (1997).

In the present simulations, the boat undergoes a coupled roll, pitch, sway and heave mo-
tion at full constant speed in calm water. Initially, it is constrained in an inclined position until
the steady-state flow is reached. Then, the motion constraints for the four DOF are released
simultaneously initiating in this way the free motion. The surge motion is kept constrained.
The yaw motion is also kept constrained (zero yaw) because it depends mostly on the towing
force attachment point, which can cause the boat to have no yaw stability. The boat speed
chosen was relatively high (�� � � m/s; �
 � �1�), to ensure that it is planing in the free
condition. The initial heel angle of� Æ (to starboard) ensures large roll motions in the tran-
sient condition. This initial (steady-state) sailing position is not realistic, since it is too fast
for a boat sailing close-hauled. However, the final planing attitude at that speed is very well
possible for these kind of light boats under sail power sailing downwind. In the computer
simulations, the final free planing condition was as expected: near� Æ heel angle and at about
� Æ nose-up trim. Unfortunately, no experimental data was available for comparison. Figure
5.15 shows the steady-state starting sailing position at� Æ of heel and the final state in the
planing condition. The dynamics of the coupled motion can be best observed in the anima-
tions in the appendix CD, seeCD: Sailing Boat/Back view.mpg or CD: Sail-
ing Boat/Front view.mpg.

The shape of the boat is the same as the one already introduced in the previous section
(for the lines plan seeAzcueta(1996)). To simplify the 3-D simulations, only the bare hull
was taken into account, i.e. without keel and rudder. The numerical mesh was conceived to
allow large rolling motions of up to�� Æ without the top boundary dipping into the water.
It is similar to the 2-D mesh but with only�� CVs in sectional girth direction, without
the additional block above the deck and with a slightly finer resolution at the hull wall to
resolve the boundary layer. It has a total of������� CVs. Figure 5.16 shows a partial view
of the mesh. The longitudinal position of the centre of gravity was calculated for the boat
in the upright condition floating on an even keel. The vertical position was the same as
in the 2-D case. The pitch radius of gyration was estimated to be��� � �1��, and the
roll radius of gyration was the same as in the 2-D case (��� � �1���). The products of
inertia were set equal to zero. The boundary conditions were the same as for the model-free
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10.000 s 20.000 s

Figure 5.15: Starting position (left) and final planing position (right) for the sailing boat.
Colours indicate the height of the free surface.

Figure 5.16: Partial view of the mesh used for the flow calculations around the sailing
boat.

computation with the Series 60 and blunt-bow models; the front, side, bottom and top flow-
boundaries were specified as an inlet of constant known velocity and known volume fraction
distribution, and the wake flow-boundary as a zero-gradient boundary of known pressure
distribution (hydrostatic pressure). Since the Reynolds number of the flow is not too high
(�
 � � ����), these simulations are performed for the full scale boat using the standard
turbulence model with wall functions.

Since this test case undergoes a transient phase of large amplitude motions and also
reaches a steady-state final position, it is well suited to deal with the particularities of both
types of analysis, the steady and the unsteady ones. As stated before, it was one of the main
goals in this work that both types of simulations could be tackled with the same approach by
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simply adjusting the appropriate parameters of the numerical method. The main difference
between the simulation of freely-floating body motions and the calculation of the steady-
state running attitude of ships is that in the second case the transient characteristic of the
motion is not relevant, but rather a fast convergence towards the final state is desired. Thus,
very different computational efforts are required in both cases. To achieve fast convergence
towards the steady-state solution, one can use a large�!, as well as perform as few iterations
per time step as possible. In this case, it is necessary to retard the body velocity to avoid
numerical difficulties using the delay factor�� of Eq. (2.27). In the present study, many
combinations of�!, �� and iterations per time step were investigated and the CPU time
taken for convergence was checked. Since this parameters and others affect both accuracy
and efficiency of the simulations and no previous experience to refer to was available, lots
of numerical experiments were needed. Some of the results of these computations are listed
in Table 5.3. The parameters which will be discussed here are:�� , ranging from�1 to
�1�, the number of outer iterations per time step, with one iteration corresponding to the
pseudo-steadytime integration used elsewhere in this work for the computation of steady-
state flow with free surface, and finally�!. In the first cases listed in Table 5.3, only the
determination of the steady-state planing attitude of the boat was intended, while in the last
three ones, the unsteady motion was the focus of attention.

Figures 5.17 to 5.22 show the time history of motions corresponding to some cases of
Table 5.3. All computations were started with the full boat speed in the inclined position
and run over����� time steps (� s simulation time) until the steady-state solution for that
condition had converged. At� s, the four DOF were simultaneously released. The time
histories show how in some cases convergence of motion to a final planing attitude was
attained, while in others it was not (see also remarks in Table 5.3). The heave motion (vertical
displacement of the centre of gravity) converged towards a value near zero, but this is a
coincidence and related to the longitudinal position of the centre of gravity and the final
trim. The heel angle converged towards a value slightly above� Æ, maybe due to small
asymmetries in the flow. The pitch angle converged at about Æ nose up. Pitch and heel angle
converge relatively fast, while the sinkage convergence is relatively sluggish. Depending on
the used parameters, the convergence showed overshooting and oscillations before settling
down to a constant value. Because for the sway motion no restoring force applies (indifferent
equilibrium), the boat keeps moving sidewards. This may be the reason for the asymmetry of
the flow which induces the small roll angle. The sway motion depends on the initial impulse
when the boat rights up, and this in turn on the delay factor applied to the body velocity.
Thus, the sway motion looks different for each case.

�� strongly influences the convergence behaviour of the motions. The less the body
velocity was delayed for a given�! and number of iterations, the stronger the oscillations,
until the motion finally diverged. This is shown in Table 5.3, where case #1 with�� ��1
converged, case #2 with�� ��1� oscillated and case #3 with�� ��1� diverged, cf. Figures
5.17 and 5.18. In cases #4 and #5, iterations per time step were used and convergence
towards the steady-state planing attitude was again achieved, cf. Figures 5.19 and 5.20. In
all these first five cases,�!was the same as the one used for the model-fixed computation, i.e.
in the first� s simulation time. That means, these slow adjustments in running attitude do
not require more time accuracy than is needed for computing the model-fixed condition, but
undoubtedly more time steps have to be performed to reach the converged planing attitude.

To obtain a time-accurate simulation of the motion, the body velocity should not be
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delayed. Furthermore, a better convergence in each time step is required. Consequently,
the number of outer iterations in the last three simulations was kept at a minimum of.
The dynamics of the simulated motion are very sensitive to�!. With the same�! like the
one used in the calculations before (#1 to #5), no motion convergence is obtained so that
the boat capsizes, seeCD: Sailing Boat/Capsizing.mpg in the appendix CD. This
animation shows how robust the method is, since the whole computational domain rotates
�� Æ to each side relative to the horizon, while the flow solver still computes a solution for
each position. When�! is halved, an undamped rolling oscillation over many periods with
an amplitude larger than the initial one is obtained, see case #7, Figure 5.21. With a still
smaller�!, the motion dynamics looks realistic, i.e. a damped rolling motion was simulated,
see case #8, Figure 5.22. However, due to the lack of experiments, this could not be validated.
Without the keel and rudder, the roll motion is slightly damped, and it takes many cycles to
die away completely. The pitch angle converges to exactly Æ, i.e. a bit smaller than for the
steady-state calculation. This difference might be due to the improved accuracy obtained
with a smaller�!. The pitch motion is quite fast, i.e. the boat reaches the final position with
the nose Æ up in about� s or one roll period. The vertical position of the centre of gravity
(heave) depends on the heel angle, and it also displays a coupling with the other motions.
After � s it is still moving down as the wave pattern grows larger. If the simulation were
still continued for many seconds, then the heave might converge to a value close to those of
the previous cases.

Table 5.3: Parameters of the numerical method varied for convergence towards steady-state
floating position (#1 to #5) and free motion (#6 to #8). CPU time on Pentium III 450 MHz.

iter. / convergence
case ��

time step
�!

sim. time CPU iter.
Remarks

"� �1 � �1��� s ��� s �� h ����� steady-state flow

"� �1� � �1��� s - - - strong oscillations

"� �1� � �1��� s - - - motion divergence

"� �1�  �1��� s �� s �� h ����� steady-state flow

" �1�  �1��� s �� s �� h ����� steady-state flow

"� �1�  �1��� s - - - no convergence

"� �1�  �1��� s - - - undamped rolling

"� �1�  �1��� s �� s ��� h ����� realistic motion
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Figure 5.17: Motion history case #1:
1 iter./time step;�� ��1; �!��1�� s.
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Figure 5.18: Motion history case #2:
1 iter./time step;�� ��1�; �!��1�� s.
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Figure 5.19: Motion history case #4:
5 iter./time step;�� ��1�; �!��1�� s.
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Figure 5.20: Motion history case #5:
5 iter./time step;�� ��1�; �!��1�� s.
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Figure 5.21: Motion history case #7:
5 iter./time step;�� ��1�; �!��1��� s.
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Figure 5.22: Motion history case #8:
5 iter./time step;�� ��1�; �!��1�� s.
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As in the case of the two-dimensional rolling boat section, the roll extinction behaviour
was analysed for this three-dimensional case. To study the roll damping characteristics, a
sinusoidal excitation test, that means, a test where the roll motion is produced by a known
oscillating roll moment at different frequencies, would be more appropriate and could also
be simulated by this approach. For that purpose, a known external force as a function of time
can be set beforehand. In Table 5.4 the maxima and minima of the roll motion(� and their
timing !� with the resulting roll periods"� and logarithmic decrementsÆ are listed in the
same way as for the two-dimensional case. TheÆ value varies between�1� and�1��. The
roll damping increases due to forward speed by about three times compared with the 2-D
case (no forward speed). The roll period displays an almost constant value of around�1�� s.
It cannot be compared with the 2-D case because the initial heel angle was not the same (�Æ

vs. ��Æ).

Table 5.4: Maxima and minima of the roll motion and their timing with corresponding loga-
rithmic decrement and roll period.

case � (� !��� s Æ "�

� ��1��� Æ � s
��� 
��1��� Æ �1�� s
� ��1�� Æ �1�� s

�1�� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1��� Æ �1�� s
3-D � ��1��� Æ �1�� s

�1�� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1��� Æ 1�� s
� ��1�� Æ �1�� s

�1�� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1��� Æ �1� s
no keel � ��1�� Æ �1� s

�1�� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1��� Æ �1�� s
 ��1��� Æ ��1� s

�1��� �1�� s

	�� 
�1��� Æ ��1� s
� ��1��� Æ ��1�� s

�1��� �1�� s

�	�� 
�1��� Æ ��1�� s

5.5 Concluding Remarks

This chapter shows that the implemented numerical approach is well suited for the simula-
tion of the dynamic response of floating bodies which are released from a position out of
equilibrium. Three examples of applications, more of academical than practical relevance,
were presented. At the present state of development, however, the method could be applied
to a number of practical cases. The method was validated at least for a two-dimensional
case – the drop test – and showed encouraging agreement between the experimental data and
the simulations. The effort required to perform such simulations are many orders of magni-
tude smaller than that required to tank-test the models. Having observed that the obtained
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accuracy is acceptable and considering that the insight into the details of the flow and the dy-
namic response available from the simulations is also much greater than that obtained by the
tank tests, the method should be applied as a useful tool for simulation based design. Once
some improvements are undertaken, the potential of the method for simulating still more
complicated problems such as those involved in sea-keeping and manoeuvring is thought to
be great. Suggestions for improvement will be made in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and further work

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In the following, some of the conclusions drawn in the previous chapters will be summarised.
To obtain an accurate resistance prediction through viscous flow calculations, grid reso-

lution and grid quality are of crucial importance, in particular the orthogonality and spacing
of grid lines and clustering of grid points where variable gradients change most. Grid res-
olution is still a problem for computing the wave pattern correctly with RANSE solvers,
although for wave resistance the problem is not so critical; here it is sufficient to capture the
wave profile close to the hull properly.

Turbulence modelling is another crucial aspect for friction resistance. The standard�–&
turbulence model with wall functions is nowadays a good choice for computing free-surface
ship flows or flows at full scale, as more CVs can be concentrated at the free surface or
higher Reynolds numbers can be computed with the same grid. However, when computing
at model scale using this model, the friction resistance very much depends on the� � value.
Due to this fact great care and experience in mesh generation is required. Varying� � along
the ship hull to take into account the variation in boundary layer thickness slightly improves
the prediction of friction resistance. A better solution would be to adapt the grid spacing
interactively during the computation (re-gridding) in order to keep a constant� � value of
around� or to ensure that at least�� grid points are inside the boundary layer. Fortunately,
the range of validity of wall functions increases for higher Reynolds numbers. Since it is
the ultimate goal to compute the full scale flow, the standard�–& turbulence model with
wall functions still is a valid option. To obtain details on the wave breaking dynamics or
similar problems, a special free-surface turbulence model would be required to model the
small-scale free-surface disturbances which introduce additional diffusion effects.

Since the position of the free surface is unknown a priori, the entire calculation has to
be embedded in a time-marching integration procedure, which considerably increases com-
putational time compared to computations without free surfaces. A critical issue concerning
resistance prediction is the choice of�!, which influences pressure and friction resistance.
This means that several runs varying�! have to be performed in order to assess the level of
uncertainty. To accelerate convergence towards the steady-state solution, thepseudo-steady
time integration may be used. Furthermore, the computations can be started with a uniform
velocity field (ship speed), or the solution obtained on the next coarser grid can be used as
initial condition. �! should be varied from the largest possible value at the beginning of

91
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the computation to a sufficiently small one at the end, in order to suppress the unphysical
oscillations in pressure resistance as soon as possible.

The blending of UDS in the discretisation scheme for convective fluxes introduces a nu-
merical error, which in the case of ship flows can be quite significant. Large variations in the
computed pressure forces are the consequence. The systematic variation of the UDS-CDS ra-
tio however gives insight into the convergence behaviour of pressure forces (resistance, side
force, trim and heel moments), which can help to accelerate convergence. Furthermore, this
behaviour can be made use of to extrapolate the pressure forces to a near grid-independent
solution, obtaining an accuracy comparable to that achieved by Richardson extrapolation but
only computing on two (coarse) grids. The time saving thus can be at least a factor��.

The Volume-Fraction method used to compute the free-surface deformation is a good
choice to solve problems involving breaking waves, sprays, water jets, ship motions of large
amplitude, complicated hull shapes (bulbous bow, submerged transom), etc. Furthermore,
since the air flow is included, the wind resistance of the upper hull and superstructure can
also be computed, as well as the wind-over-deck conditions for helicopter landing or funnel
smoke tracing.

The determination of the ship’s running attitude improves the numerical resistance pre-
diction by taking into account the change in resistance when the ship trims and sinks. The
proposed numerical approach is capable of predicting both small changes in running attitude
and large ones. For the Series 60 case, the model-free calculation predicts the total resis-
tance��� larger than the model-fixed calculation, thus improving the agreement with the
measured value from about��� to about�� under-prediction. The comparison of measured
and computed sinkage, trim and heel angles for the Series 60 hull is satisfactory, although the
good agreement in heel angle was partially reached by the choice of the vertical position of
�, which was not known from the experiments. The need for accurate documentation of the
experimental set-up for validation is thus obvious. The results for the straight-ahead condi-
tion agreed better with measurements than those for the drift condition, since the asymmetric
flow is more complicated than the symmetric one. Large differences between measurement
and computation were obtained for the side force coefficient, although the yaw moment coef-
ficient was much better predicted. Low grid resolution as well as an inappropriate turbulence
model may be the cause for this disagreement. In the case of the blunt-bow ship model, the
total resistance on the medium grid increases by��� due to the squat, and the large changes
in running attitude produce large changes in the wave pattern and the wave-breaking dynam-
ics. For the sinkage-only condition, the computed resistance and sinkage over-predict the
measured values by�� and�1��, respectively.

The moments of inertia influence the transient response, but not the steady-state solu-
tion. They can thus be varied in order to obtain a fast convergence. The same is valid for
the delay factor used to retard the body velocity. Both the delay factor and the moments
of inertia have a similar effect on convergence, and should be chosen consistently. The in-
crease in CPU-time for computing the model-free condition is about��. This is due to the
transformation – translation and rotation – of the whole grid geometry into the new position
after each time step, which is computationally very expensive, as well as to some extent due
to the calculation of the forces and moments, integration of the equations of motion, more
complicated boundary conditions, etc. However, computational time was not a main concern
for this analysis, as long as good results could be achieved. To accelerate convergence in
grid-independence studies, the running attitude determined on the coarse grid can be set as
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the initial position in the finer grid.

The single-grid approach implemented in this work for coupling the rigid body dynamics
with the solution of the flow field proved to be very robust and yielded acceptable results. It
also satisfies the requirement of working well for both types of analyses: The computation of
the steady-state running attitude of ships and the time-accurate simulation of freely-floating
ship motions in six degrees of freedom. Merely the proper set of parameters of the numerical
method has to be chosen accordingly to perform either type of simulation with the extended
COMET code. The approach can easily be extended to a two-grid system with sliding in-
terfaces in order to achieve a better distribution of CVs at the free surface. Boundary and
initial conditions, type of time integration, grid topology, resolution etc. are generally valid
for both types of analyses. To accurately simulate freely-floating body motions, no delay in
the motion velocity is used, the correct moments of inertia have to be set and a better conver-
gence at each time step is necessary. The implemented method has been successfully applied
to the simulation of the dynamic responses of freely-floating bodies which are released from
a position out of equilibrium. It has been validated for a 2-D test case for which experi-
mental data exists: The asymmetrical drop test with a wedge. The comparison of simulated
vertical and angular acceleration, impact velocity and angle of heel with the corresponding
experimental data shows a surprisingly good agreement. The correct choice of�! is very
important to obtain the dynamic response. The effect of the number of outer iterations per
time step is small compared to that of changing�!. Unlike the experimental drop tests, the
simulations do not only yield the vertical and angular accelerations but also the transverse
acceleration, as well as the water impact forces at each point of the model as a function of
time. This means that much more information at much lower cost and reduced delivery time
can be obtained from such a simulation. The coupling between the motions and the effects
of the model weight on its dynamic responses can be systematically analysed.

The implemented method has also been applied to investigate the viscous roll damping
of a 2-D boat section (with and without the keel), and of the full scale boat at high forward
speed. Viscous effects are important for roll motion and should be taken into account to
obtain realistic results. RANSE computations are thus a good way for investigating roll mo-
tions. This approach can be used to perform roll extinction tests and sinusoidal roll excitation
tests. With the 2-D roll simulations it has been shown that the approach is quite robust, since
the free-surface sharpness automatically improves when a region of finer spacial resolution
traverses the free surface, the top lid of the computational domain can dip into the water
without causing numerical difficulties, and the mesh must not necessarily be restricted to a
pre-determined roll angle range, but rather it can be optimal for a range of angles, and not
optimal but still acceptable for larger ones.

The simulation of the coupled roll, pitch, sway and heave motion of large amplitude
for the full scale boat sailing at high forward speed has been used to investigate the effects
of �!, outer iterations per time step and delay of motion velocity on the time needed for
convergence towards the final running attitude as well as on the dynamic response. When
only the final sailing attitude is looked for, the fastest convergence will be delivered by a
large�!, only one iteration per time step and a large delay of motion velocity. If the dynamic
response is important, no delay can be used, at least five iterations and a�! about five times
smaller should be set. The CPU-time required for a time-accurate simulation of motions is
at least four times larger than that for the calculation of the steady-state running attitude.
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6.2 Further Work

Obviously, exhaustive validation is one of the tasks pending for the future. For dynamic sink-
age and trim, a test case for which a complete set of data and accurate documentation of the
experimental set-up is available needs to be selected. In this regard also grid-independence
analyses should be performed, and the UDS/CDS variation could be used, as proposed, to
extrapolate the results. The blunt-bow model calculations in the model-free condition will
hopefully be validated in the near future, when the new set of measurements is available. For
three-dimensional roll motions, simulations of existing sinusoidal roll excitation tests could
be performed.

The next step should be to enhance the method in order to be able to improve the sim-
ulations presented in this work. This requires several improvements: Concerning the ship’s
running attitude, it could be attempted to reduce the CPU-time by integrating the motion
equations at larger intervals than every time step, such as, for instance, every 100 time steps.
For this purpose, the forces on the body have to be averaged over this interval, since force
oscillations can otherwise cause the solution to be unstable. If necessary, the integration of
the equation of motions should be done by more sophisticated, more implicit time integration
procedures, which may use more than two time levels. Systematic variation of the parame-
ters which influence the convergence needs to be undertaken, for instance for�!, moments
of inertia and the under-relaxation introduced by the delay factor for the body motion. Con-
cerning freely-floating bodies, the two-grid system may be more convenient in some cases
and should be adopted for these cases. Systematic variation of the parameters which influ-
ence the dynamic response of the body need to be investigated in more detail. Some of them
are�!, number of iterations per time step and time integration scheme. Implementing a
dynamically varying time-stepping could produce better results at lower computational cost.
Non-reflecting boundary conditions at flow-boundaries should be implemented, since grid
resolution is continuously improving and better resolution promotes wave reflection.

General aspects which are not specific to this approach but which have a strong influence
on the quality of the results should also be improved. One of these is turbulence modelling,
which is essential for accurately predicting the friction resistance, the side force (if separa-
tion takes place), and the propeller inflow. For model scale calculations, more sophisticated
turbulence models such as low-Reynolds versions are necessary. Another aspect is grid gen-
eration, which should be automated as far as possible and should deliver an acceptable grid
quality, if the method is to be used as a practical design tool.

Once the method has been validated and enhanced to the point of being able to compute
the proposed applications more efficiently, it could be applied to other interesting applica-
tions such as:

1. Full scale resistance and propulsion tests including the ship’s running attitude. The
propeller could in a first instance be modelled through axial and rotational fluid forces at
the propeller plane. At a later stage they can be replaced by a 3-D rotating propeller. Such
propeller simulations are already being undertaken by other researchers.

2. Damage stability, water shipping in calm water, towing of a damaged ship with a heel
angle due to a side damage and eventually a drift angle.

3. Roll damping devices such as roll damping tanks and roll stabilisers at forward speed
in calm water or in waves in 2-D.

4. Simulation of sailing boat dynamics, introducing the aerodynamic forces through an
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external aerodynamic model to find the boat balance in different sailing conditions or to
investigate the transient response to changing wind forces.

5. 3-D slamming forces with the ship being free to fall from the position of maximum
amplitude in pitch motion. The elasticity of the bottom plates could be considered by the
same code, since the implementation of this feature in the used flow solver is well advanced
at present.

6. Squat in restricted or shallow water, either deforming the grid or simulating the canal
sides and/or bottom as a third fluid phase with solid properties, or imposing directly a veloc-
ity on the CVs underneath the bottom.

7. Time simulations of manoeuvring: Movable rudders and/or wings can easily be im-
plemented, embedded into rotating grid blocks with sliding interfaces, and they can be con-
trolled during the simulation by external time functions. The propeller-rudder-hull interac-
tion can be considered in the same manner as described above.

8. Sea-keeping: Incoming waves are already being analysed in 2-D by other users of
this flow solver. 2-D roll motions in waves are already feasible. This could be combined
with internal flows like for sloshing in tanks, sloshing of water on deck, or damage stability.
3-D shipping of water on deck, slamming, added resistance in waves and roll stability in
following seas are the next step.

Finally, the method could be extended to enable more challenging applications by:
1. Combining potential flow theory in the far field with RANSE solutions in the near

field (hybrid method or zonal approach) to overcome the lack of spacial resolution, which
is needed to model incoming waves for sea-keeping problems, or wake waves for the shore
washing problem of high speed ships operating in restricted waters.

2. Implementing overlapping grids (chimera approach) for all kinds of multi-body prob-
lems, such as docking, ship or torpedo launching, shallow water if the ship bottom comes
too close to the canal bed, ship encounter in restricted water, etc. Overlapping grids are
also very convenient for simplifying grid generation and for modelling movable appendages
(foils, propellers, stabilisers, etc.) in their own grid blocks.

The list of extentions to the method, improvements and new applications in ship hydro-
dynamics is still longer. It is difficult to say when the ultimate challenge of simulating the
ship manoeuvring in waves will be tackled with RANSE solvers, but it is sure that these
methods are going to play an increasingly important roll as useful tools for simulation based
design in the near future.
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Appendix A

CD with Animations

CD: README.txt
CD: Software/linux/mpeg play
CD: Software/Windows/Vmpegnwg.exe

CD: Blunt Bow/Fine fixed.mpg p. 59
CD: Blunt Bow/Medium fixed.mpg p. 64
CD: Blunt Bow/Medium free.mpg p. 64
CD: Drop Test/Symm light.mpg p. 72
CD: Drop Test/Asymm light.mpg p. 72
CD: Drop Test/Asymm medium.mpg p. 72
CD: Rolling Section/No keel.mpg p. 80
CD: Rolling Section/Keel.mpg p. 80
CD: Sailing Boat/Back view.mpg p. 83
CD: Sailing Boat/Front view.mpg p. 83
CD: Sailing Boat/Capsizing.mpg p. 86
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